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The Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor. Acting upon the recommendation of the Faculty, the Chancellor, as executive officer of the Board of Trustees, formally confers the appropriate degree.

Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet. The hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university.

White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
Dark Blue—Philosophy
Golden Yellow—Science
Orange—Engineering
Gray—Technology
Blue Violet—Architecture
Silver Beige—Business
Brown—Fine Arts
Citron—Social Work
Purple—Law
Green—Medicine

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University's Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University's colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

*Academic Procession*

**The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band of St. Louis**

Directed By Dan Presgrave
Director of Instrumental Ensembles at
Washington University

**America the Beautiful**

JESSICA WINKEL GRAE

**Remarks**

LEE M. LIBERMAN
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

**Commencement Address**

MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN

"The Measure of Our Success"

**Conferral of Honorary Degrees**

WILLIAM H. DANFORTH
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

**Remarks by Senior Class President**

RAYMOND FERNANDA STAPLES

**Conferral of Academic Degrees**

CHANCELLOR DANFORTH
Assisted by the Provost, EDWARD S. MACIAS

**The Chancellor’s Message to the 1992 Graduates**

**Alma Mater**

DEBORAH G. STINSON

**Recess**

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the recess has left the Quadrangle.
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Order of Procession

Grand Marshal

Burton M. Wheeler

Honorary Grand Marshal

Norris Kelley Smith

I University Administration and Guests

Chancellor:

William H. Danforth

Chairman of the Board of Trustees:

Lee M. Liberman

Chairman of the Senate Council:

Robert H. McDowell

Former Chancellor

Carl Tolman

Speakers:

Marian Wright Edelman

Raymond Fernanda Staples

Stuart D. Yoak

Associate Grand Marshal

Honorary Degree Recipients

Officers of the University Administration

II Members of the Board of Trustees

Marshal

Harriet K. Switzer

III Deans and Members of the Faculty

Marshal

Edward S. Macias

IV Fiftieth Reunion Class

Marshals

Julie Ann Kohn and Robert G. Stolz
CEREMONIAL, COMMENCEMENT AND STUDENT MARSHALS

Ceremonial Marshals are charged with the responsibility of hooding Student Marshals during the commencement exercises when degrees are conferred to each division. Commencement Marshals lead each division during the opening commencement procession. Student Marshals are selected by the deans of each division to represent the student body of their division. The student marshals carry the divisional banners and signs during the procession.

Ceremonial Marshals

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
School Color: Green
Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Medicine
Student Marshal
Master of Health Administration
Student Marshal
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Student Marshal
Master of Science in Physical Therapy
Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Student Marshal

Kevin Herbert and Stuart D. Yoak

Mabel L. Purkerson
James John Stevermer
Mary Z. Whitfield
Karen Eisenberg
Debra Lynn Berenson

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
School Color: Citron
Commencement Marshal
Master of Social Work
Student Marshals

David L. Cronin
Melford Patrick Ferguson, Lisa Andrea Rahe, Ann Greer McSpadden

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
School Color: Brown
Commencement Marshal
Master of Fine Arts
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Student Marshals

Jeffrey Pike
Maryanne Ellison Simmons
Robert Duncan Christie, Alexander Clifford Wills

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
School Color: Silver-Beige
Commencement Marshal
Master of Science in Business Administration
Student Marshals
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Student Marshal

Gary Mitchell Hochberg
Lisa Anne Dieckhaus, Thomas Edward DeWitt
Trina Rachelle Williams

THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
School Color: Gray
Commencement Marshal
Master of Control Engineering
Master of Information Management
Master of Engineering Management
Master of Manufacturing Engineering
Student Marshals
Bachelor of Technology
Student Marshal

Curt H. Hartog
David Mark Meyer, Donald Ansley Branson, Jr.
Richard Thomas Hoppe, Jr.
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE AND
THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

School Color: Orange
Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Science
Student Marshal
Master of Science
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshals

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
School Color: Purple
Commencement Marshal
Master of Laws
Master of Juridical Studies
Doctor of Law
Student Marshals

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
School Color: Blue-Violet
Commencement Marshal
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
Student Marshal
Master of Architecture
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Technology in Architecture
Student Marshal

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
School Color: Dark Blue
Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Philosophy
Student Marshals

Commencement Marshal
School Color: White
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Arts
Student Marshal

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
School Color: Golden Yellow
Commencement Marshal
Master of Health Science
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Science in Speech & Hearing
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshals

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
School Color: White
Commencement Marshal
Bachelor of Arts
Student Marshals

John K. Russell
David Donald Jensen
Gregory Dean Peterson
David Anthony Kuefler, Kurt Joseph Speckhals

Ronald Levin

Monica Jewett Allen, Thomas J. Palazzolo, Dena Ann Shanker

James R. Harris
Debra Lynn Smith
Peter S. Spellman
Barbara Lynne Martin

April L. Hamel

James Russell Bailey, David Loran Butler
Leon E. Ashford

Teresa Ann Rittenhouse

Jane Myers Smith
Mara A. Gardner

David Wayne Braswell, Barbara J. Breeden

Gerhild S. Williams

Heather Marie Calvin, Roderick Ward Shelton, Todd Cornelius Zubler
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1991-1992.

WALTER F. BALLINGER
Professor of Surgery (General Surgery)
At Washington University since 1967

ROWLAND T. BERTHOFF
William Eliot Smith Professor of History
At Washington University since 1962

HUGH CHAPLIN, JR.
Professor of Medicine
At Washington University since 1955
(Effective July 1, 1991)

MARGARET H. CLARE
Professor of Neurology (Neurophysiology)
At Washington University since 1948

SVEN G. ELIASSEN
Professor of Neurology
At Washington University since 1963

DONALD FINKEL
Poet-in-Residence in English
At Washington University since 1960

KEVIN B. HERBERT
Professor of Classics
At Washington University since 1964

IRA J. HIRSH
Edward Mallinckrodt Distinguished University Professor of Psychology and Audiology
At Washington University since 1951

LAWRENCE I. KAHN
Professor of Pediatrics
At Washington University since 1949

BARRY R. SCHACTMAN
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1961

SAMUEL E. SCHECHTER
Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1948

HEIKKI M. SEPPA
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1965

EUGENE B. SHULTZ, JR.
Professor of Technology and Human Affairs
At Washington University since 1979
(Effective July 1, 1992)

JOSEPH VARNER
Charles Reustock Professor of Biology
At Washington University since 1973

ROBERT L. WILLIAMS
Professor of Psychology and African and Afro-American Studies
At Washington University since 1969
HONORARY GRAND MARSHAL

NORRIS KELLEY SMITH

Professor Emeritus of Art History and Archaeology since 1983, Norris K. Smith joined the faculty of Washington University in 1956. He received his baccalaureate, masters and doctorate degrees from Columbia University and served as instructor of Art History at Columbia and Hunter College. His publications include Frank Lloyd Wright: A Study in Architectural Content, Medieval Art, and On Art and Architecture in the Modern World as well as articles in various journals and encyclopedias. Professor Smith served as acting chairman of the Department of Art and Archaeology on numerous occasions before becoming chairman of the Department in 1977. Among the alumni of Washington University, he is best remembered as “teacher who made a difference,” one who not only informed them about art, but challenged them to see art and the world in new ways.
HONORARY DEGREES

FRANK J. DIXON

Doctor of Science

Frank J. Dixon, M.D., has been a major leader in the study of immunological diseases. Prior to his work that began in the late 1940s, scientists knew very little about how the immune system’s reaction to foreign materials (antigens) could cause harm to individuals. Dr. Dixon, founder of the Research Institute of the Scripps Clinic in La Jolla, Calif., developed a series of experimental conditions that caused antigens and antibodies to form in the blood and produce inflammation. He discovered how these antigens and antibodies that are lodged in the blood vessels and kidney can result in serious disease. For example, much of the information on certain inflammatory conditions, such as human vasculitis (inflammation of the blood vessel) and glomerulonephritis (inflammation of the kidney) are based on the exhaustive experimental analysis from Dr. Dixon’s laboratory. He began this research in the Department of Pathology at the Washington University School of Medicine, where he was an instructor from 1948-1950, and an assistant professor from 1950-51. Dr. Dixon’s work has been published extensively in prestigious peer-reviewed journals. “Dr. Dixon’s work opened up a whole new field of immunopathology, made scientists aware of how autoimmune diseases developed, and established a firm mechanism for understanding immunological diseases. These seminal studies were unique in the world and resulted in his research group developing an international reputation,” says Emil R. Unanue, M.D., Edward Mallinckrodt Professor and head of the Department of Pathology at the Washington University School of Medicine. Under Dr. Dixon’s leadership, the Research Institute of the Scripps Clinic developed into one of the country’s leading biomedical research institutions. As founding director, he served in that position from 1974-1986. He was chairman of the institute’s biomedical research departments from 1970-74 and chairman of the organization’s experimental pathology department from 1961-1974. He now serves as director emeritus and an institute member and has been a director of the Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation since 1974. He is an adjunct professor in the pathology department at the University of California, San Diego, as well. Before founding the institute, Dr. Dixon was head of the Department of Pathology at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. His career also includes working as a research assistant at the Harvard Medical School. A native of St. Paul, Minn., Dr. Dixon received his undergraduate and medical training at the University of Minnesota. He received a bachelor of science degree, with a concentration in medicine, in 1941; a bachelor’s degree in medicine in March 1943; and a medical degree in December 1943. He was a recipient of the University of Minnesota’s Regents Award in 1985 and received an honorary doctor of science degree from the Medical College of Ohio in 1983. Dr. Dixon’s professional affiliations include membership in various national and international societies of immunology and pathology. He is a former president of the American Association of Pathologists and of the American Association of Immunologists. A diplomate of the American Board of Pathology. Dr. Dixon also has served on various advisory committees. Among Dr. Dixon’s numerous honors are the 1967 Von Pirquet Medal from the Annual Forum on Allergy, the 1969 Gairdner Foundation International Award, the 1987 Gold-Headed Cane Award from the American Association of Pathologists, the 1989 Paul Klemperer Award from the New York Academy of Medicine and the 1990 Jean Hamburger Award from the International Society of Nephrology. He has been elected to the National Academy of Sciences and to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN

Doctor of Humanities

This Oct. 11, 1990, Los Angeles Times headline says it all: “Children’s Champion; Marian Wright Edelman Is ... America’s Most Powerful Advocate for the Young.” Mrs. Edelman, founder and president of the Children’s Defense Fund (CDF), has been an advocate for disadvantaged Americans, particularly children, throughout her professional career, which began during the 1960’s civil rights movement. Under her leadership, the non-profit Washington-based CDF has become one of the nation’s most active and effective organizations concerned with a wide range of family and children’s issues. CDF’s mission is to educate the nation about the needs of children and to encourage preventive investment in children before they get sick, drop out of school, face too-early pregnancy, experience family breakdown or get into trouble. Mrs. Edelman was born in Bennettsville, S.C. Her father, a Baptist minister, taught his five children that only homework came before helping the sick and needy of their hometown. She graduated with honors from Spelman College in 1960 and from Yale Law School in 1963. Mrs. Edelman began her campaign for children in the mid-1960s when, as the first black woman admitted to the Mississippi bar, she directed the Legal Defense and Education Fund of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People in Jackson, Miss. As director from 1964 to 1968, she not only was involved in many civil rights cases, but she also successfully helped fend off political attacks against the Child Development Group of Mississippi — one of the largest Head Start programs in the country with more than 100 centers in mostly poor, rural communities. Mrs. Edelman was influential in bringing Head Start, a program for poor preschoolers, to a reluctant Mississippi. Mrs. Edelman left Mississippi in 1968 and moved to Washington, D.C., where she founded the Washington Research Project, a voice for low-income people in the nation’s capital. In 1973 she expanded the research project into the Children’s Defense Fund, which advocates the prevention of adolescent pregnancy and the improvement of child health, education, child care, youth employment, child welfare and mental health, and family support systems. CDF launched an ongoing national campaign in 1983 to prevent teen-age pregnancy and provide positive life options for youth. In 1990, after a three-year effort, CDF saw the enactment of new national child-care legislation that will provide assistance to low-income working families. The 1990 Los Angeles Times feature story on Edelman said, “Over the past 20 years, Edelman has become the most powerful advocate in America for children, a feared lobbyist demanding that the government provide the support the nation’s young so desperately need.” Other profiles have included a story in the New Yorker and a segment on “60 Minutes,” which mentioned that Sen. Edward M. Kennedy referred to Edelman as “the 101st senator.” In 1990 Ladies Home Journal named Mrs. Edelman one of America’s most powerful women and Business Week named her one of the best managers of nonprofit organizations. She was one of America’s 200 young leaders in 1971 according to Time magazine. The first black woman elected to the Yale University Corporation, Mrs. Edelman currently serves.
on the boards of the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, the Actina Life and Casualty Foundation, the March of Dimes and Spelman College. She also is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. Among her major awards are a MacArthur Foundation Prize Fellowship and the Albert Schweitzer Humanitarian Award. Her book The Measure of Our Success: A Letter to My Children and Yours, released by Beacon Press this Mother's Day, May 10, has received high praise from public figures, including Bill Cosby, T. Berry Brazelton, Robert Coles and Maya Angelou. In 1987, Harvard University Press published Families in Peril: An Agenda for Social Change, based on Mrs. Edelman's W.E.B. DuBois Lectures, delivered at Harvard in 1986. She is married to Peter Edelman, a professor of law at Georgetown University. They have three sons: Joshua, Jonah and Ezra.

A. E. HOTCHNER

DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

Author, playwright and philanthropist A. E. Hotchner has led a fascinating life. Born and raised in St. Louis during the Depression, he has had adventures and friendships that rival those about which he has written. Mr. Hotchner's friendship with Ernest Hemingway was perhaps the most pivotal in his life. He first met Hemingway in 1948 while on assignment for Cosmopolitan magazine. What began as a professional relationship blossomed into a lasting friendship between the two writers, both of whom had strong St. Louis ties (two of Hemingway's wives grew up here). Mr. Hotchner may be best known for his 1966 biography of Hemingway, Papa Hemingway, which has been published in 34 countries and translated into 28 languages. Papa Hemingway chronicles the more than 10 years of their friendship, until Hemingway's death in 1961. Mr. Hotchner's first book, he says, came when he received a scholarship to Washington University. Mr. Hotchner, who majored in English, had an early taste of success in a playwriting course — English 16 — in which he and two other students won a contest to have their one-act plays produced. The three beat out the odds-on favorite, a student named Tom Williams, later known as Tennessee. After earning a law degree, also at Washington University, he briefly practiced law before being drafted into World War II. At the end of the war he settled in New York City and became a free-lance author. Mr. Hotchner also worked for Cosmopolitan as "a literary bounty hunter," seeking out famous writers who had once contributed to the magazine and urging them to contribute again. Thus began a series of meetings with the famous, including Dorothy Parker, Marlene Dietrich and Frank Sinatra, that guided the course of his life and formed the basis for some of the celebrity portraits in his 1984 book, Choice People: The Greats, Near-Greats and Ingrates I Have Known. "I wanted to write about the people who had come into my life, and make people who are not stars or superachievers understand that these people had the same problems everyone else does," he said in a 1984 St. Louis Post-Dispatch article. Mr. Hotchner's numerous other books include The Man Who Lived at the Ritz: and Looking for Miracles, both of which recently have been produced for television. His memoir of his St. Louis boyhood, King of the Hill, currently is being produced as a feature film by Robert Redford. Among his most recent works are Ernest Hemingway and Our Time and a study of the 1960s, titled Blown Away: The Rolling Stones and the Death of the Sixties. A prolific writer, Mr. Hotchner also has written plays, musicals and screenplays. In the 1950s he wrote a series of distinguished screenplays for the popular television program Playhouse 90. Those screenplays included adaptations of Ernest Hemingway's The Snows of Kilimanjaro, For Whom the Bell Tolls, The Killers and The Fifth Column. His screenplay for Hemingway's The Battler starred Paul Newman and was the first leading role of Newman's acting career. Mr. Hotchner, who now lives next door to long-time friends Newman and Joanne Woodward in Westport, Conn., has found further success in an accidental business venture with Newman. In 1982 the two men founded "Newman's Own" food products as an outgrowth of their popular salad dressing recipe. "We've taken in $1 million," Mr. Hotchner said in the 1984 Post-Dispatch article. "When the money started coming in, Newman said, 'Hotchner, we've got to give it away.' So that's what we do. We may be the only million-dollar business in the world that gives all its profits away." The company, which, in addition to salad dressing, sells popcorn, spaghetti sauce, salsa and lemonade, now generates millions of dollars of annual profit that is totally contributed to numerous charities. Mr. Hotchner and Newman also built the Hole in the Wall Gang Camp in Connecticut for children with cancer and other life-threatening diseases. Mr. Hotchner, who has never forgotten his roots, returns often to St. Louis (his younger brother, Selwyn, still lives here) and to his alma mater. Mr. Hotchner has given the University financial support for an annual playwriting competition administered by the Performing Arts Department. The winning play receives a full production in the Mallinckrodt Drama Studio, effectively re-establishing the beloved English 16 course, which began his interest in the theatre. His generosity has supported numerous other projects at Washington University, including a recent conference on the works of Ernest Hemingway, and has helped facilitate an upcoming collaboration between the acclaimed Actors Studio in New York City and the University's Performing Arts Department. Mr. Hotchner also is a supporter of the University's scholarship program, the same one that enabled him to attend Washington University back in the 1930s.

JACQUELINE JOYNER-KERSEE

Doctor of Laws

Jacqueline Joyner-Kersee, holder of two Olympic gold medals, is considered the world's best female athlete. She also is considered by the many people whose lives she has touched to have a heart of gold. The track and field athlete won her first Olympic medal — a silver — in 1984 during the Los Angeles Olympics. Competing in the heptathlon, she missed the gold medal by five points. The heptathlon, an intense two-day track and field competition, involves seven events: 100-meter hurdles, shot put, high jump, 200-meter dash, long jump, javelin and 800-meter run. She then brought home two gold medals from the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul, Korea, breaking Olympic and world records in the heptathlon and an Olympic record in the long jump. She was the first person to top 7,000 in the points—performance scoring system in the heptathlon, breaking the world record four times. This summer she again will compete in both the heptathlon and the long jump in the Olympics in Barcelona, Spain. Through her dedication to achieving her goals along with her interest in helping others realize their potential, she serves as a role model for young people. Born in impoverished East St. Louis, Ill., Ms. Joyner-Kersee has preserved her hometown ties while excelling in track and field events around the world. Her coach at Lincoln High — Nino Fennoy — encouraged her to develop her academic as well as her athletic skills. As reported in a 1988 Time magazine article on Ms. Joyner-Kersee, Fennoy required her to keep journals when she went on road trips with her athletic teams and he monitored her syntax and
spelling. He told her, "Where you're going, you'll need to express yourself with more than your arms and legs." She passes such advice on to the young people she meets in her travels. Ms. Joyner-Kersee is committed to enriching the American educational process and actively encourages youths to master their skills and to realize their personal goals and objectives. When she's not training or competing on the track, the California resident is giving motivational speeches, discussing fitness and self-improvement techniques or conducting track clinics for young people across the United States. She also is very involved in the Jackie Joyner-Kersee Community Foundation, which she began in 1989. The foundation developed from a dream she has had of returning to her hometown to help others. She plans to open a community center in East St. Louis similar to the one she attended when she was growing up there. The foundation's immediate goals involve instituting a leadership program for elementary school and high school youth around the country. The program will offer a holistic approach to the development of well-rounded leaders through academics, athletics, arts, recreation, mentoring and scholarships. In addition, she is a spokesperson for several major corporations, including McDonald's, Adidas, IBM and Xerox; she is on the boards of numerous organizations, among them the Girls Club of St. Louis, McKendree College in Lebanon, Ill., the Women's Sports Foundation, and the U.S. Olympic Committee; and she is a member of the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. She also is president and CEO of JJK & Associates, Inc., a marketing management firm. It was while she was attending the University of California, Los Angeles, on a basketball scholarship that her potential as a track and field star was "discovered" by Bob Kersee, who is now her coach and husband. Ms. Joyner-Kersee graduated in 1985 with a bachelor's degree in history from UCLA, where she was named a scholar athlete and most valuable player in basketball and track and field. In addition to her numerous medals, Ms. Joyner-Kersee has been recognized in many ways off the track. Among her honors, she received the 1986 James E. Sullivan Award, which goes to the most outstanding amateur athlete in the country. She was the first woman to receive the prestigious Sporting News Athlete of the Year Award and the first two-year consecutive winner of the Jesse Owens' Memorial Award from The Athletics Congress. The U.S. Olympic Committee named her Sportswoman of the Year two years in a row and she was Essence Magazine's Woman of the Year in 1988 and Track & Field News' Woman Athlete of the Year in 1986 and 1987.

EDWARD C. STONE, JR.

Doctor of Science

Edward C. Stone Jr. has been a guiding force behind one of the most successful expeditions in the history of space exploration — the Voyager Mission and its "Grand Tour" of the outer planets. Named the Voyager project scientist in 1972, Dr. Stone participated in both hardware development and mission operations during his 18-year tenure. The twin Voyager spacecraft, launched in 1977, visited Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, sending back never-before-seen close-up photos of all four planets and their satellites, as well as an unprecedented image of the entire solar system. "Those who devoted their careers to this incredible voyage of exploration rank right up there with Columbus, Magellan, DeSoto and others who took the 'unknown' out of terra incognita," said a Feb. 2, 1992, article in the Chicago Tribune. Dr. Stone, who coordinated the efforts of 11 teams of Voyager Mission scientists, received from President Bush the 1991 National Medal of Science in physical sciences "for his outstanding leadership as project scientist for the Voyager space mission and his experiments in the outer solar system." The Voyager Mission, managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech), is now entering its last stage, traveling beyond the solar system into interstellar space. And Dr. Stone, a professor of physics at Caltech, has a new position at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which Caltech operates for NASA. On Jan. 1, 1991, he became director of the 175-acre research laboratory — the world's leading center for planetary exploration — and a vice president of Caltech. He previously served as Caltech's vice president for astronomical facilities. Dr. Stone also is chairman of the board of directors of the California Association for Research in Astronomy, which is responsible for building and operating the world's largest telescope — the W.M. Keck Observatory and Telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. Dr. Stone joined Caltech as a research fellow in physics after receiving his master of science degree (1959) and doctorate (1964) in physics from the University of Chicago. The recipient of a Sloan Foundation fellowship (1971-73), Dr. Stone was chairman of Caltech's Division of Physics, Mathematics and Astronomy from 1983-88. Since his first cosmic-ray experiments on Discoverer satellites in 1961, Dr. Stone has been a principal investigator on nine NASA spacecraft missions and has served as co-investigator on five other NASA missions for which he developed high resolution instruments for measuring the isotopic and elemental composition of energetic cosmic-ray nuclei. Using these instruments, Dr. Stone and his colleagues undertook some of the first studies of the isotopic composition of three distinct samples of matter. This matter arrives at Earth as cosmic rays from nearby regions in our galaxy, as solar energetic particles from the sun, and as the anomalous component from the local interstellar medium. These instruments also have been used for studies of planetary magnetospheres, including the discovery of energetic sulfur and oxygen ions from Jupiter's satellite Io. Dr. Stone also jointly developed a large-area electronic satellite instrument for measuring the abundances of very rare heavy galactic cosmic-ray nuclei, such as lead and platinum, and has collaborated in the development of an imaging gamma-ray telescope. Born in Knoxville, Iowa, Dr. Stone earned his associate of arts degree in 1956 from Burlington Junior College before continuing his studies at the University of Chicago. Among the many scientific awards and honors Dr. Stone has received are the NASA Medal for Exceptional Scientific Achievement, the NASA Distinguished Service Medal, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Dryden Medal and Space Science Award, and the NASA Distinguished Public Service Medal. He also is the recipient of the NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal, the Aviation Week & Space Technology Aerospace Laurels Award, the National Space Club Science Award and the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems National Award for Operations. Dr. Stone is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and the International Academy of Astronautics. He also is a fellow of the American Physical Society and the American Geophysical Union, an associate fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics, a member of the International Astronomical Union, and an honorary member of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
FIFTIETH REUNION
CLASS—1942

Donald Abrams
Lester P Ackerman, Jr.
Donald W Adams
Gladys Watkins Allen
Ann Clark Lewis Antrim
Frederic G Armstrong
William G Armstrong
Rose Gretchen Weber Arnold
Esther L Aschemeyer
Marian Alice Kreyling Aubuchon
Margaret A Roberts Bagby
John J Bailey, Jr.
Howard D Baker
Mary Virginia Scott Baker
Doris Mac Losch Bannick
Max M Barksen
Howard E Barkey
Louise Weaver Barnett
Anthony Barr
James J Bartolotta
Robert M Bassett
Elizabeth J Halliday Bayer
Hilda Mae Routberg Becker
Katherine B Boulton Becker
George E Beckmann, Jr.
Mary A Bailey Beetham
Jane Frances Maize Bemis
Edwin M Bender
Samuel Benson
Luther Bergdall
Martin Bergmann
Herbert W Berry
Minnette D Bickel
Jules Biegelsen
Elizabeth K Bilger
David Birenbaum
Eugene F Blades
John B Blair
Betty Rasbach Bland
Mary Louise Simpson Blank
Marguerite DuBois Blanke
Dora A Bonacker
Agnes Elizabeth Hanzely Bonacorsi
Geneva Book
Earl H Boucher
Adeline Smith Boyd
John H Boyd
 Mildred A Bradbury
Marie Dinda Braden
Virginia C Brainard
Adeline E Sweeney Branahl
Edith Eleanor Bergman Braun
Raphael H Braun
Enid Edleman Breen
Marietta A Elsner Breidenthal
Robert L Brereton
Elizabeth Ruthven Brookman
Edith Ruth Atkinson Brown
Robert L Brueckmann
Joyce M Bruggeman
Elmer D Bueker
Edwin H Buford, Jr.

Theresa C Burmeister
Anne Rhonton Burton
Knawton J Caplan
Margaret L Cariss
Marion Janet Gronemeyer Carlson
Mary E Neely Carson
Norma Ratliff Cassel
William S Cassily
Evelyn M Chaphe
Erwin O Chase
Samuel Cherrick
Esther Lincoln Throop Coil
John J Cole
Robert F Collignon
Elinor Bell McQuoid Combs
Thoren P Cook
John R Coombs
William H Copeland
Erwin H Cordes
Adeline M Covi
Harvey B Cox, Jr.
Ray W Cox
Mary O Craver
Elizabeth Hughes Cullinane
Lawrence D Cummins
Wilber D Currier
Linelle D Hamilton Cushing
Augustus D Daily, Jr.
Joel J Dauten
Eugene S Davis
Henry J De Haan
Robert E Decker
May Ellen Rueter Decker
Martha Jane Clark Dee
Patricia A Dietrich Dees
Elizabeth Calvert Trigg Deever
Frederick L Deming
Howard S Derrickson
Alma D Dettweiler
Gerald J Devereux
Reyma Marie Hardy Dirks
W Donald Dodd
Fred W Doerner, Jr.
Shirley Settle Doolittle
June A Douglass
Wanda Shreve DuBose
Marjorie A Snyder Dunlap
Joseph F Egler
Walter Ehrlich
John Eibert, Jr.
Vera M R Klinge Empie
Erna M Esslinger
Susan Wolfert Ettman
Alvin M Extein
Stella J Sudika Farley
Rodger A Farley
Otto H Fenner
Marjorie Johnson Fleming
Walter O Forster
William A Frank
Harold A Franklin
Katherine Honess Pickens Frein
Bennett E Frelich
Charles A French
S E Freund

Dorismae Hacker Friedman
Jack Friedman
Robert V Friedman
Thelma Marion Giddan Frost
Alvin H Fuhrig
Harry W Fullbright
Harold C Gaede
Roy D Galia
David B Galt
Robert J Gamm
Marion E Dorsch Gapter
Arleen Rose Cohen Garland
Jane Howell Garlock
Howard K Gerritzen
Oscar J Gewinner, Jr.
Marilyn Ludwig Gibbons
Jean Fisher Gibbs
George C Giesing, Jr.
Genevieve M Stewart Gilbert
Katherine Youker Gill
Norma Schneider Gillerman
Harold E Globig
Rita M Bennett Goetzinger
Harold M Goldberg
Marvin W Goldenhersh
Merle Dorothy Kramer Goldstein
Fayga Halpern Gordon
Sidney A Gould
Doris Appel Graber
Marjorie Lahar Grimm
Blanche Gross
Lester Gross
Doris Jean Kell Gwalney
June Cameron Hall
Mary Fay Jenks Hamilton
William J Hamm
William L Hampel, Jr.
Milton M Harris
Jeannie Hausman
Courtney E Heineman
Dorothy M Gaebler Heiser
Robert R Heitner
George C Helme
Robert V Hemm
J David Hennigan
Charles S Hensley
Katherine Hewitt
Jane Carol Wille Hiestand
Margaret J Stoeker Hill
Richard E Hillger
Ralph C Hinds
Norma Lee Wightman Hinds
Peter Hochschild
Priscilla May Armbruster Hoel
Robert G Hoerber
Elizabeth C Hoffman
Mary Martha Maize Holiday
Clarke L Hope Hope
Florence Rush Hord
Ted Horowitz
Rowena Hubbard
Barbara Huelsmann
Mary Ellen Atkinson Hughes
Neil E Humphreille
Betty Mills Huwaldt
Vinita Helen Schnitzer Stevens
Charles H Stewart, Jr.
Ann Carter See Stith
Robert G Stolz
Winifred E Stewart Stork
Richard E Stoughton
Fern C Stuckenbroeker
Miriam Zucker Tabankin
Virginia Morsey Talley
Chester G Tanaka
Frances J Kislingbury Telfair
Mary B Tenekot
Jane Cabell Waddock Tharp
Dorothy Devendorf Thomas
Margaret Breit Thompson
Ruth Alma Hafner Thompson
Norman Trattner
Gordon L Trotter
Joseph L Tucker
Clarence E Turley
Eleanor Ruth Turshin
Janet Elizabeth Spratte Tuthill
Sol S Tversky
Walter D Uhlig
John W Uptegrove
Clifford Venable
Lawrence E Verburg
Shirley Lois Myers Voda
Helen J Von Dach
Walter G Vornbrock, Jr.
Carl E Wagner
Clyde A Walker, Jr.
Allan M Walter
Jean Cameron Walters
Raymond F Walters
Roger W Walwark
Edward L Washington
Elizabeth J Rumer Weeks
Sara Jane Bern Weinhaus
Jo-Ellen Kidd Weintritt
Frances Woods Weiss
Jane F Wensel
Kenneth F Werley
Mary E Wesley
Virginia Amalia Becker Wessel
Roy V A Whisnand
Herman L Wichman III
W Dakin Williams
Elizabeth H Goetsch Wilson
Ruth Elizabeth Thomann Windsor
David F Winter
Seth E Wisssner
Richard J Wollheim
Irene Siu Kee Leong Wong
Marjorie Ann Kammerer Wood
Ruth Virginia Cutler Wood
B James Wylde
Gale N Yemm
Jack R Younce
Dorris Jean Karsch Younce
Norman H Zimmerman
Nancy Sue McConnell Zumwalt
ORDER OF PRESENTATION

Bachelor of Arts

Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Health Science

Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music

Doctor of Philosophy

Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Doctor of Science

Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Technology
Master of Control Engineering
Master of Engineering Management
Master of Information Management
Master of Manufacturing Engineering

Bachelor of Technology in Architecture
Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Master of Business Administration
Master of Science in Business Administration

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Master of Fine Arts

Master of Social Work

Doctor of Law
Master of Juridical Studies
Master of Laws

Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Science in Physical Therapy
Master of Health Administration
Doctor of Medicine
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented By
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 15, 1992

Summa Cum Laude

Bonnie Adrian
Laurel Ann Alexander
Shaun Sandeep Anand
Kyle Charles Barry
Corey N Berger
Julia Michelle Burdick
John Mathias Castelhoe
Nicholas John Dames
Michael John Fischer
Beth Ann Fisher
Alisa Lynn Gaumder
Aaron Gavin Grand
Stephanie Michelle Gulkin
Teresa Marie Johnson
David Andrew Jones
Elizabeth Jill Katz
Kevin Scott Lapidus
Michael Hughes Markus
Scott Frederick Morrison
Michele Lee Penner
Dale Edward Reidl
David Harold Ripin
Joshua Michael Rosenow
Jia Ruan
Cynthia Elizabeth Schwartz
David Michael Serlin
Katherine M Shiao
Shanna Rachel Mara Shulman
Raymond Fernanda Staples
Rachel Marie Teagle
Sofia Meriem Toumani
Scott Jonathan Wallsten
Wen-Hung Wang
Carolyn Peri Weiss
Anna Wertz
Brian James Whiteley
Yung-Chin Sandra Wu
Robert K Yang
Todd Cornelius Zabler

Beatrice Rose Ellis
Ursula Summers Emery
Terry Binnion Fuqua
Elaina Marie Gartner
Kathryn Price Gibbs
Christopher David Gittens
Jennifer Susan Glubka
James Kasen Goldfarb
Dara Jen Greenwald
Russell D Greiff
Ann Marie Harney
Michal Harpak
Lisa Catherine Heffernan
David Brian Hoffman
Naomi Felicia Katz
Elizabeth Kelsey
Nicole Renee Khungle
Suzan Heather Kotler
Daniel Joseph Lerner
Brian Patrick Lonsway
Brett Yuan-Hsiang Lu
Lisa Michele Lukasik
Carol Lynne McClellan
Patsy Mereta McNeil
Trevina Bianca Moore
Daniel Sheldon Nahmod
Thao Huah Ann Pham
Michael S Rome
Kari Ann Savage
David E Scheu
Peter Stephen Serenyi
Sanjay Kumar Sharma
Stacy Alissa Suden
Zoran Urosevich
Lori Beth Waxenberg
Karen Anna Westgard
William Timothy Whitehead
Kimberly Jean Wilson

Cum Laude

Robert Brett Burch
John William Clark
Lisa Ann Cohen
John Louis Dindot
Woodrow Timothy Duncan
Laura Friedman
Laurie Sharon Geller
Adam Samuel Ginsburg
Lauren Renee Golden
Melanie Emily Gregg
David Andrew Haggstrom
John Edward Hellmuth
Zachary David Hemmelgarn
Julie Elizabeth Irwin
Matthew John Janssen
Kimberly Ann Jessie
Erica Ann Johnson
Susan Hillary Kahner
Andrew Darren Krackov
Meredith Allison Kurland
Kimberly Ann Lust
Dennis Francis Lynch
Matthew Douglas Mandelbaum
Farnaz Moazzam
John Kirk Ogrosky

Anita Marie Olan
Michael Craig Rothman
Craig Andrew Samuels
Eric Michael Schnall
David Morgan Schram
Brian Scott Shewan
Jennings Bryan Smalley III
Meko Togaro Smith
Tawekelat Srisumud
Rebecca Claire Stiritz
Mark Hillson Takeuchi
Lori Sue Tilkin
Andrew Reuben Tulchin
Lisa Ann Weimann

May 15 1992

Kent Alan Absalonsen
Laurie Anne Actman
Nicole Adler
Robert Eric Adler
Benjamin Admussen
Richard Bart Agee
DaCarla Mirinda Albright
Rachel Jill Aloni
Deanne Marie Alsum
Robert Edward Alter
Michele Elise Amira
James Louis Anderson
Olabomi O Anise
Christine Ann Arndt
Jonathan Essar Ascher
Cecily Beth Asher
Namita S Atal
Helen Holly Auslander
David Edward Aveune
Graham McNeill Ayers
Michael Thomas Baer
Patricia Marie Balsam
Melissa Jane Barber
Jeffrey Joseph Barone
David Robert Bass
Stephanie Mahala Bates
Brendan Forslund Beazley
Bryan David Belasky
Sarah Suzanne Benbrook
Kevin Ira Berg
Andrew Edward Berke
Laura Michelle Bernstein
Ernest Beron
Heidi Anne Betz
Joshua Scott Blasingame
Tracy Lynn Blevins
Cynthia Leigh Blitz
Nissa Christine Blocker
Hilary Michelle Block
Randi Bloom
Andrea Lynn Blum
Kristen Louise Bomma
Jeffrey Robert Boodman
Karl Arvin Borgmann
Shannon Leigh Bowling
Joseph Frederick Boyd
Padraig Aloysius Boyle
Erika Jane Braaten
Jennifer Anne Breitbach

†Indicates college honors
*Indicates combined degree
James Michael Breiter
†Margaret Ann Brinkmann
Jacob Wexler Brodie
Jill Amy Brodie
Jennifer Ann Broder
Amanda Peace Brokaw
†William Harold Bron
†Joanne Michelle Bronson
Kirsten Ailsa Leslie Brooks
Matthew Stuart Broudy
Emily Catherine Brown
Erika Karen Brown
Holly Anne Brown
Lisa Barbara Brown
Erika Lynn Bruce
†Adena Sharon Bruner
Scott Ashley Brunt
Jeremy David Bryan
†Kristin L Burns
Dara Stephanie Busch
†Sarah Christine Butcher
Jeffrey Todd Cacek
James Anson Cady
†Heather Marie Calvin
Lisa Marie Campbell
James Joseph Cantarella III
Christopher James Capio
Ronald Dustin Carfield
Tracie Renee Caridine
Karim Barbara Cesario
Daniel Stephen Ceusters
†David Steven Chernen
Stephanie Ann Chambliss
Rita Itze Chang
†Jeff Balaji Chapa
Ani Chatterjee
Belinda Chen
†Michelle Shaw Chen
†William Chen
Yi-Mei Cheng
Wayne W Chiou
Julie Robin Chizewer
†Gina Choi
Holly Kyong Chong
Laura Ann Church
Cheryl Lynn Cissell
Jeffery Hartman Clark
Michael Scott Clarke
†Michael Cleveland
†Tracy Michelle Coe
Andrew H Coelho
Ilise Sharon Cohen
Mark Francis Cohen
Morris Michael Cohen
Celia Diana Colista
Sharon Leslie Conner
†Sonya Lynn Cordes
†Suzanne N Cornel
†Christopher David Craft
Clayton David Cromwell
Gretchen Lorraine Crook
James Wesley Cullison
†Julie Christine Dana
†Lyssa Ryan Dansky
Lauri Ann Davidian
Amy Victoria Davis
†Chips J Davis
Michael Louis Day
Bradley Jon Dekoter
Sarah Mae Dennis
Amy Ruth Dix
Scott Dolgoj
Melissa Gail Dollinger
Tammy M Dong
†Marlee Elizabeth Dorn
†Adam Ross Draizin
Kristine Marie Dressel
†Mignon Christine Duffy
Brian Bradford Dunn
†Stacy Ann Dvorak
Sean Thomas Dwyer
Shaundra Denise Easley
†Daniel Chase Edmonds
†Malcolm G Edwards
†Michael E Eisenberg
†Seth H Eisner
†Andrea Lea Elliott
Gregory Howard Emmens II
Margaret Elizabeth Engel
†Stephanie Lynn Erber
Heather Anne Erhard
Aurora Fe Esquela
Marilyn Fabbri
Keri Lea Fair
†Constance Ta-Kong Fang
Karim Fawzi Basili Furag
Brent Andrew Fasbinder
†Samantha Beth Feder
Adrienne Michele Felder
Elena K Feldman
Craig L Finger
±Stephanie Lynn Finlay
Stefanie L Fischer
Jodi Anne Fisher
Scott Peter Fishman
Katherine Ellen Fitch
†Declan Timothy FitzPatrick
Steven Jay Fleischman
Amy Jill Fleischmann
Katherine Noelle Florendo
David Scott Forman
Ian Barry Forman
Joel Benjamin Forman
†Natalie Logan Fowler
Donna Lynn Franke
Thomas Edward Frankel
Laurel Anne Freeman
†Jennifer French
Jennifer Beth Freund
Évan Allan Friedel
Nicole R Fritz
Walter Terry Frueh
Todd Marcus Gaddy
†Fiona E Gallahue
Ruel Billote Garcia
Damon Bela Gaspar
Steven Todd Geist
Kristin Moore Gentine
Craig Howard Gerstein
†Maya Ann Geyer
Jeffrey Allen Genardini
James Sanford Gifford
Rebecca Natalie Gluska
†Viva Karin Goettering
William Andrew Goldman
Peter J Goodman
†Caryn Louise Goot
Peter James Gordon
Scott A Gorenstein
†Christine Julia Graffis
Allison Nicole Graham
Michael Andrew Graham
Jeffrey Michael Greene
†Tamara Ann Greenfield
Jill Beth Gressin
†Kara Leslie Gross
Paula Marie Gross
Andrew Todd Grossman
Jeffrey Samuel Grossman
Daniel Harris Gruenstein
Edward Hyungsku Ha
Andrew Todd Haber
Jason Evan Hacker
Marcus Riley Hamacher
Tracy Ann Hammer
†Christopher William Hanaway
Allison Robin Handel
Amy L Hanson
†Alexandra Jane Harbus
Matthew Evan Hardin
Johnette Dawnial Hardy
David Aaron Harris
Jeremy Edward Hartman
Christine Marie Hartmann
†Jennifer Sue Hausman
Kimberly Jean Hawker
Thomas Cyrus Hawn
Kendra Ellen Haynes
Stacey Allyn Head
Hattie Elaine Henderson
Nancy Gail Hents
Hilary Diane Herron
Jonathan Samuel Hershberg
Benjamin Allen Hess
Brian Arnold Hickam
Carla Rachelle Hicks
Gregory Thomas Hingsbergen
Kelly Louise Hobbs
Dana Lynn Hoffman
†Nickole Ann Hoffman
David Elliott Hofmann
Brian Richard Holht
Lauren Meryl Holden
Julie Beth Hoover
Deborah R Hornstein
†Tami Lynn Hornstein
Paul Eli Horowitz
Nicole Houston Hossekkus
Gregory William Hotaling
Benjamin B Hou
†Ashley Elizabeth Howell
Scott Allen Hufford
Andrew Douglas Rosenkranz  
Adam L Rovner  
†Carolyn Gayle Royce  
Ivy Helene Ruback  
Kari Elise Rubin  
†Andrew Arthur Ruffino  
Duana Christine Russell  
Ella Linda Nacpil Rustique  
†Robin Jennifer Sadler  
†Laurie Samuels  
Melissa Carol Samuelson  
Mark Allen Sandler  
†Jean Miser Sankey  
Nicholas Ralph Andrew Santora  
Leslie Allison Sarayav  
†Olivia Sargon-Glasgow  
Maria-Celina Evora Sayoc  
Susan Schatten  
†Staci Leigh Schatzman  
Julie Lynn Schauer  
†Kimberly Ann Schiel  
Beth Ann Schinzing  
Peter Lee Schleifer  
Sarah Tajiri Schleitwiler  
Liesl Ellen Schmidt  
Pamela Esther Schock  
Robert Franz Schoetz, Jr.  
David John Schroeder  
†Jason Lee Schrott  
Adrian Christopher Seeser  
†William Abe Segal  
Marc David Settiles  
Philip Adam Senturia  
†Karen Jill Serepea  
†Stephanie Lynne Shack  
†Amrit Bipin Shah  
Steven Eric Shane  
Oren Adar Shapiro  
Suzann Marla Shapiro  
Leslie Rochelle Shaw  
†Andrea B Shell  
Roderick Ward Shelton  
Zachary Franklin Shelton  
†Jennifer Lee Shah  
Eric Allen Shy  
†Elaine Meredith Shulman  
Stephanie Ann Shulman  
Todd Jeffrey Siegel  
Carrie Beth Siegelbaum  
†Jason Brett Silberberg  
Sharon Silverman  
Rakesh Singh  
Shahnaz Bhari Sirajuddin  
Anton Bernard Sirlin  
Carinean Elizabeth Sites  
†Wendy Lynn Slaughter  
†Erica Lynn Smiley  
†Brad Edward Reed Smith  
Jessica Bonnie Smith  
Terral Justen Smith  
†Nancy Alix Smolensky  
Kristina Mae Sogocio  
†Gary Steven Solomon  
Bonnie J Spector  
Dana Michele Spector  
†Michielle Barbara Spector  
Athena Denise Spencer  
Tara Lea Sprenger  
CarolAnne Stephanie St. Louis  
Christina Marie Steffen  
Gregory F Steil  
†Katherine Ruth Steinglass  
Anne F Stelios  
†Dana Elizabeth Stern  
Cheryl Robin Stiefel  
Joan Marie Subar  
†Domingo P Such III  
Judith Leah Sugarman  
Marjorie S Suh  
Srikanth A Sundaram  
Emily Jane Sundfors  
Dawn Michelle Sutter  
Fayaz Shiraz Sutterwala  
Steven James Kenneth Symes  
†Faith Deborah Szalay  
Jeff C Tannebaum  
Danna Tanher  
Martin-Nghia Van Thai  
Sheila Elizabeth Thomas  
Alexandra Ann Tiedeken  
Beth Lana Tieman  
William Steven Tierney  
Bridget Ann Timoney  
†Megan Elizabeth Tuck  
David Charles Turell  
Dauria Lynn Turk  
Suzanna Urban  
Rebekah Sue VanScy  
†Joel Benjamin Vaslow  
Alicia Lee Vedler  
Ashish Verma  
Meredith Ellen Verplank  
Neil Andrew Versel  
Melissa M Vedler  
Cristina Villa  
†Katherine Marie Voshell  
Timothy Richard Walker  
†Marc Douglass Wallace  
Andrew James Walsh  
Kathryn Lee Walton  
Matthew Frank Warburg  
Donna Marie Ware  
Denise Kay Warner  
Leona Althea Warner  
Matthew Roy Wasdlyke  
†Evon Seth Wasserman  
Samantha Joan Watson  
Bruce Paul Weber  
†Alexander Marion Weddle  
Eric Michael Weil  
Britta Karen Weimann  
†Emily Paula Weinblatt  
Natalie Eula Weinstein  
†Karen Ellen Weiss  
†Mitchell Barry Weiss  
Deborah Weitz  
†Sara Lynn Welch  
Christine H Wells  
Meredith Jill Welsch  
Janice Wen  
Kenneth Wyatt West  
Kelly Anne Weyman  
†Carl Stephen White  
James Raymond White  
Jason Kyle Whitmire  
Jacqueline Marie Wiiewall  
†Sherrie Marie Wiley  
Clarissa A Williams  
David A Williams  
Mark Allen Williams  
Teresa Joy Williams  
Beth Anne Wilson  
†Wayne Steven Winter  
Walter Josh Wisniewski  
Debbie Wong  
Scott Allen Wong  
Reid Dejamertew Wood  
William Hugh Wooden III  
George C Wu  
†Brian Matthew Wyatt  
Lucy Yang  
Christopher Francis Yannella  
Merritt Sutton Young  
Chester D Yu  
†Eric L Zagar  
Jennifer Alison Zander  
Jessica Zander  
†Mingmei Zheng  
†Kelly Hope Zinsers  
Elizabeth Dianna Zopf  
Richard Abel Zuckerman  
†Steven Warren Zuckerman

**Bachelor of Arts**

December 19, 1991

**Cum Laude**

Staci Hope Carson

December 19, 1991

Jeffrey Michael Alexander  
Mark Richard Andrews  
Nathaniel Bartlett Atwater, Jr.  
†William Banks  
Karyn Denise Bentley  
David Bruce Brenner  
Timothy J Bresnahan  
Leo William Bye  
†Amy Elisabeth Com  
Heather L Crist  
Erica Yvonne Davis  
John Andrew Donaldson  
Laurie Alison Duke  
Robert David Gerber  
†James Samuel Gibbs, Jr.  
James Kenneth Goodwin  
Elizabeth Lee Gregory  
Kim Tracy Harrison  
Brian Morgan Houglad

†Indicates college honors  
*Indicates combined degree
Ruth Ann Hunt
Martin Victor Jardon
Michael Whited Kalinowski
Kimberly Blanche Kaufmann
David J Kiers
Daniel Dueyoo Kim
Young Sam Kim
Irene Kuo
Mark Douglas Levine
Wen-Yih Lin
Douglas Dana MacPhail
Ilana Lisa McEwen
Rene Morency, Jr.
Pamela Ann Moy
Burton Small Mullins III
Rachel Lynn Obrock
Alfred M Oppenheimer
Silvia Marzia Paletta
Sean Camilo Parada
Kurt Daniel Rathmann
Sofia Katerina Refetoff
Ameliese Louise Reinemeyer
Julia Janet Schiller
Andra Laine Scully
Matthew Selig
Robert Douglas Sims
Matthew K Stapen
Jonathan David Stern
Miriam Stern
Elizabeth Sharon Stroll
Jennifer Anna Suleiman
Melissa Ann Tarr
Brian Jeffery Tournier
Stephanie Jean Turrell
Yiding Wang
Bridget Helen Watts
Leslie Gaye Wayne
Abby Jean Weinstock
Colin Fielding Weitzman
Christina Marie Wells

BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 16, 1991

Summa Cum Laude
Diana Lynn Frame

Magna Cum Laude
Juwen Michael Feng
Cynthia Joy Lindman

Cum Laude
Alan Corey Heath

August 16, 1991

Beth H Achenbaum
Anthony James Barr
Alfreda Vandeeneer Blasingame
Julie Ann Brenner
Michael Anderson Brewer
Donald Sanford Bros, Jr.

Ian Scott Roberts Caine
Jennifer Lee Charno
Paul W Cheng
John Charles Collier
Jennifer Susan Cominetti
Martha Melver Ferdinand
Daniel Tod Fleischer
Melissa Dru Freeman
Lisa Ann Goldberg
Gwendolyn Hall
Joseph R Harper
Charles Dean Harris
Alexander Charles Hertich
Ernestine Mitsuko Hirata
Terence Nevile Johnson
Julie Anne Jordan
Eric Noah Kosser
James Michael Landgraf
Ning Frank Li
Myles L Lipton
Simon M Londe
Lesley Diane Lyford
Robert Kazuyuki Maesaka
Jason Haines Mudd
Zafer Riza Onor
Barbara Jean Orton
Franz George Paul
Neeti Pawar
Harold Joseph Plassmeyer
Jeffrey Carl Pomranz
Paul Stacey Rhoades
Iskandar Zulqarnain Said
Jodi Lee Schiller
Mark Gerard Schulte
Lee Warren Shefferman
David Conan Smith II
James Willis Standard, Jr.
Jessica Beth Stein
Mary Michelle Sterritt
Sara L Stone
Kanna Tatara
David Charles Taylor
Sarah Elizabeth Utterback
David Merryman Vance
Erling Westlien, Jr.
Edward Victor Willis
Allegra Mara Yellin

†Indicates college honors
*Indicates combined degree
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 15, 1992

Lester Roy Aubuchon
Christine M Beutler
David Wayne Braswell
Karen Marie Brown
Gregory Alan Bryan
Joseph Hiles Bunting
Debra Harris Carmichael
Geraldine Bishop Davison
Catherine Alexis Dente
Marion Antoinette Hanrahan
Maryellen Kane
Brigitte Rene Kelly
David W Kuehnle
John Harold Lamming
Kathleen M Lawrence
Connie Lynn McGee
Ann J Nichols
Amy Marie Paolicchi
Steven Mark Robertson
Patricia Ann Schwab
Theresa G Settle
Cynthia Louise Sherwood
W Michael Sinclair
Joseph Delaney Small
Leroy C Stephens
Gail Moore Suggs
Janet L Kiraly Takaes
Rebecca Jane Thrasher

December 19, 1991

Edward Francis Allen
Donald William Auson
Barbara J Breeden
Patrick Lloyd Burton
Charlotte Knox Castillo
Ronald Brent Cole
Steven Harvey Halpert
Albert Jackson Hitt III
Mary Kretzmer LaStarza
Robert Edward Semon
John R Varner

August 16, 1991

Harry John Abeln, Jr.
Rosemary Garagnani
Julie Nolan Hauser
Elizabeth Lynne Johnson
Charles Leo Philipp
Deanna Descher Puzder
Shelley A Reiss Teepe

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE

May 15, 1992

Mara A Gardner
Patricia Lou Kohne
Elizabeth Cronan Malkus
Jean Renae Omodt
Carla Branson Patton
Jeanine Rae Schierbecker
Pamela Gay Sikes
Paulette Sokolik
Nancy Lynn Tripp
Julia Molloy Williams
Renee A Zoeller

December 19, 1991

Cynthia A Aubuchon
Mary Susan Elsea
Barbara K Gearring
Peggy Ann Heisel
Elisabeth Kathleen McCann
Stephanie Elise Misericocchi

August 16, 1991

Cheryl O Greiman
Georgia Louise Schefft
Jane Lewis Wilson
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Dean

MASTERS OF ARTS

May 15, 1992

In Anthropology
Thad Quincy Bartlett
David John Bergeson
Richard Otieno Kisara
Shawn Michael Lehman
Laura Kristina Marsh
Mohammad Shahbazi

In Art History and Archaeology
Emily Ann Blumenfeld
Laura Irene Ceslia
Samantha Henriette Krukowski
Birgit Lemertz
Lisa Pon
Rhonda Rae Schaper

In Asian Studies
Jeff Elmo Long
Margaret Noreen O'Malley

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences
Andrew Nathaniel Blatt
Brian Everest Hakala
Steven Gregory Heiss
Robert W. Mandal
Jeffrey George Ojemann

In Biotechnology
Rodney G Combs
Pamela Ann De Ciechi
Sherry Ann Goodner
Diana Lynn Grohs
Kathleen Ruth Lottenbach
Clarice Haigh Murphy
Felix R Solomon
Eileen Amy Southon
Robbin Lorraine Wesselschmidt

In Chemistry
Daniel James Berger
Guohua Chen
Jeanette Robbins Hill
Zerom Tesfai
Luis Alfredo Vasconcelos

In Chinese
Caroline Jei Lin

In Classics
Randy Kevin Asbury
Michael S McDuffie
Stella Purce Revard

In Comparative Literature
Teresa Anne Carson
Amy Carol Suelzer
Sarah Jane Waldram

In Drama
Melanie Ann Dreyer
Marta M Gómez
Robert Kazynski Maesaka
Easwari Sailaza Pal
Abby Sullivan-Schult

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Jonathan Paul Icenhower

In East Asian Studies
Megan Marie Shea

In Economics
Sami Ibrahim Al-Suwailem
Lorena Alcazar
Pin-Huang Chou
Zelong Dong
Mark Andrew Fogal
Melinda Jane Glowasky
Feng Gu
Jeanine Ruth Koenig
Yi Liu
Randall Nielsen
Hugo Santa Maria
Mark Allen Schnitzler
Haiyung Xu
Min Yao

In English and American Literature
Michael Shannon Friedman
Teresa Ann Rittenhouse

In European Studies
Marie Janette Brown

In French
Cynthia Kohl Hood

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Claudia Breger
Claus Caesar
Gisela Maria Barbara Holther
Beverly Ann Jantzen
Laurie Ruth Johnson
Amy Katherine Kile
Judith E Martin
Troy B Meeker-Wiwczaroski
Craig Bernard Palmer
Daniela Rapp
DeeAnn Renae Sime
Kristine K Sneeringer
Cynthia Renee Stenger

In History
Susan Beth Babkes
Richard Robert Follett

In Human Resources Management
Judith Anne Baeks
Christina Marie Bietsh

Therese Marie Clemente
Alice Pauline Earlywine
Kenneth C Fairfax
Julie Anne Hall
Dennis Stephen Kuhl
Cynthia Lynn Laskowsky
Mary Katherine Luchini
Helen Lorene Nelling
Robert Allen Portnoy
Kristine Ann Schmidt
Christine Noel Tuenger

In International Affairs
John Joseph Adrian
Carla J Bandle
Marguerite Victoria Cole
Carolyn McCandliss
Edward Britton Spence
Jolanda Maria Westerhof-Shultz

In Japanese
Christopher Thomas Keaveney

In Mathematics
Maureen Bridget Donnelly
Anita Woodley Fadoby

In Music
Judith Ann Mabary
Emily Claire Snyder

In Philosophy
Jolanta Kusa
Catherine Alice McKeen

In Physics
Chieh Yang Beh
Robert Harald Brawble
Matthew Henry Commens
Lewis Yuchun Geer
Christopher Stephen Hall
David J Lawrence
Craig William Looney
James Courtney Magee
Peter Nicklas Meisinger
James Anthony Ramsey
Neil Joseph Robertson
Ann Margaret Viano

In Political Science
Enow Gregory Takor

In Religious Studies
Kathryn Lucille Rogers

In Spanish
Martha Cecilia Caeiro
Adriana Gabriela Culasso
Narciso De Jesús Hidalgo
Norka Maldonado
Angel Tomás A Tuninetti

MASTERS OF ARTS

December 19, 1991

In Anthropology
John Holmes Dendy
Rojdah Shoresh Shephard
MASTER OF ARTS
August 16, 1991
In Anthropology
Hanna Aberra
Georgia Mudd Britt
Don Conway-Long
Joseph L. Harl

In Asian Studies
William Harvey Sherman

In Biological Sciences
Barbara Diane Allan
Victoria B Borah
Ian Mark Caldicott

In Chemistry
Lisa Carol Kroutil
Zehua Zhu

In Drama
Christine Lynn Murray

In Economics
Gary Shu-Sang Chan

In English and American Literature
Christiane Louise Auston
Eleanor Warterfield Desprez
Elizabeth Anne Eck
Michaella Giesenkirchen
Kyle Jill Hansen
Scott Patton Haycock
Ann Frances Holter
Scott Austin Jeynes
Kerry Elizabeth Nugent-Wells
Jennifer Lee Tabin

In Germanic Languages and Literature
Monika Dollinger
Tobias Markus Schiel
Katarina Elisabeth Wåghäll

In History
Elizabeth Joy Gubser
David Allen Pietz

In Human Resources Management
Elise J Daughettee
Larue Perryman

In International Affairs
David J Blahnik
Kristine Rae Brill
William Everett Newbury
Moira McKeough Ross
Mark Jeffrey Williams

In Mathematics
Timothy Jansen Davis

In Philosophy
Kurt A Brandhorst

In Physics
Daniel Sean Pinchuk

In Political Science
James F Spriggs II

In Spanish
Maria Virginia Brax
Oscar Ramiro Lopez
Federico Medina

In Western European Studies
Mary Margaret Hirthe

Brian V Kidd
Valerie Anne Rice
Rosalie Hannah Toubes

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
May 15, 1992
Ann Naomi Balala
JoAnn Johnson
Timothy Ross LaTurno
Melissa Anne Marks
Margaret Cameron Maunéz
Meegan Kay McNett
Aimée Celeste Ragsdale
Catherine Cynthia Rose
Leslie Suzanne Shillington
Mary Elise Simonis-Parish
Gregory Todd Stevens

In Economics
Gary Shu-Sang Chan

In English and American Literature
Christiane Louise Auston
Eleanor Warterfield Desprez
Elizabeth Anne Eck
Michaella Giesenkirchen
Kyle Jill Hansen
Scott Patton Haycock
Ann Frances Holter
Scott Austin Jeynes
Kerry Elizabeth Nugent-Wells
Jennifer Lee Tabin

In Germanic Languages and Literature
Monika Dollinger
Tobias Markus Schiel
Katarina Elisabeth Wåghäll

In History
Elizabeth Joy Gubser
David Allen Pietz

In Human Resources Management
Elise J Daughettee
Larue Perryman

In International Affairs
David J Blahnik
Kristine Rae Brill
William Everett Newbury
Moira McKeough Ross
Mark Jeffrey Williams

In Mathematics
Timothy Jansen Davis

In Philosophy
Kurt A Brandhorst

In Physics
Daniel Sean Pinchuk

In Political Science
James F Spriggs II

In Spanish
Maria Virginia Brax
Oscar Ramiro Lopez
Federico Medina

In Western European Studies
Mary Margaret Hirthe

In Psychology
Rebecca S Allen-Burge
Karina Graciela Bruzzese
Elisabeth Anne Foley

Catherine Christ Catsavis
Aleta Lynn Ewing
Mary Belt Fitzgerald
Tarren Denise Fritz
Kathryn Carol Reeves
Cynthia House Riera
Danna Sue Wolf

August 16, 1991
Nichelle Renee Hayman
Margaret Elaine Jester
Sarah Elizabeth Lazaroff
Mary Katherine Powers
Tracy Ann Tatnall
Marla Marie Wolfe

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING
May 15, 1992
Kathleen Mary McCann
Sara Kirsten Nelson
Jonathan Cedric Smith
Damiens John Wilkins

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
May 15, 1992
Richard Harlan Ashby
Molly Catherine Buntun
Linda Galloway Connor
Sally A Hopson
Stephen Paul Kotsines
Dorothy Jacoby Mahon
Michel Laurie Sheridan
Mary Ann Winkelmann

December 19, 1991
Venita Archer Lake
Daphne Reed
Carol Ann Steimel
MAJOR OF ARTS IN TEACHING

May 15, 1992
Scott David Cornwell
Maria Alexandra Mendes Da Fonseca
Linda Marie Schulz
Mary Katharine Waddock

August 16, 1991
Emily Dorosh Asofsky
Hazel Alethea Donald
Aren Jennifer Ginsberg
Derek Stone Rowley
Mark Irvin Schill
Scott Alan Selig
Julie Sirkin
Byron Lee Stevens II
Kathleen Mary Vassalotti

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 15, 1992
Syed Sajjad Javed Ahmed
Jillian Ann Crosson
Staci Dawn Earnest
Varsha Shrikant Gathoo
Kari Elise Groves
Erica Lynn Knese
Amy Beth McDonald
Sharron Elaine Potts
Jennifer Marie Taylor
Roxanna Lee Thomas
Deborah Ann Tubbs
Lisa R VandenHeuvel
Douglas Judson Wood
Elizabeth Anne Yancey

December 19, 1991
Sally Catherine Charton

MASTER OF MUSIC

May 15, 1992
Margaret Rose Currie
Christine Renée Descher
Jessica Winkel Graae
Kristina Jean Lampe
Karen Denise Lynch
Jerril Lynn Roupff
Joanne Rust

*Indicates combined degree

December 19, 1991
William Francis Reeder

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

May 15, 1992
In Anthropology
Jeremy Roger Geller
Pia Nystrom
Michelle Linda Sautner

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Developmental Biology)
Roberta Hopmann

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Evolutionary and Population Biology)
Susan Heckman Lawler
Zhaomei Zeng

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Immunology)
*Gurjit Kaur Khurana Hershey

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Cell Biology and Biochemistry)
*Thomas John Baranski
*Sanjay Arvind Desai
*Stanley L Hazen
*Charlotte Justine Roberts Kennedy
*Anne Marguerite Moon

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Genetics)
Cynthia Ruth Wagner

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Microbiology and Microbial Pathogenesis)
*Peter Westervelt

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Neurosciences)
*Keith Harold Baker
*Kenneth Michael Carnes
*Andrew Dean Hershey
*David Patrick Martin
*Kwee Liu Lin Thio
*Mark Allan Watson
*Andrew Anton Zupan

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Plant Biology)
Philip André Lessard
Federico Leonardo Sebastiani

In Chemistry
Alyson Mac Christensen
Linda Anne Meech
Jianming Mo

In Chinese and Comparative Literature
Guozhong Feng

In Comparative Literature
Margaret D Simonton

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Brent Edward Owens
David C Sassani

In Economics
Robert Earl Carpenter
Werner Trosken, Jr.

In English and American Literature
James Robert Mendelsohn

In French Language and Literature
Jean-Louis Jacques Pautrot

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Elizabeth Ann Ambrose
Carol Anne Theresa Costabile
Ingeborg Elizabeth Tienes Marlock
Katarina Elisabeth Wägähl

In History
Susan Mitchell Sommers

In Interdisciplinary Studies
Doris M Schoenhoff

In Mathematics
Gene Freudenberg
Susan Elaine Kelly
Maciej Paluszkynski

In Philosophy
Jay Graham Campbell

In Physics
Robert Louis Corey
Rakhail D Davé
Scott Michael Handley

In Political Science
Bruce M Wilson

In Psychology
Bertha Pauline Doar
Richard John Ertl
Patricia Jean Pardo
Daniel Lee Tegel

In Sociology
Larry Roland Irons

December 19, 1991
In Art History and Archaeology
David Loran Butler
Michael Basil Cosmopoulos

In Biological Sciences (Cell Biology)
Eric Raymond Steuer

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary and Population Biology)
Jeffrey Glen Lawrence
Charlotte Borchers Zampini

In Biological Sciences (Immunology)
Heather Searcist

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
Mark Lawrence Day
In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Robert Joseph Duronio
Michael Brian Lanahan
Sandra Sue Schneider
Peter Lynn Smith

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Gregory Robert Heck
Binei Hong
Dean Edward Rochester, Jr.

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Hope Hollocher

In Business Administration
Sooyoung Kwon

In Chemistry
Nan Jiang
Daniel L Svoboda
Qin Yao
Jill Ann Zitzewitz

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Christine Floss

In Economics
Sridhar Iyer
Philip Edward Keefer
Ruey-Hua Liu
Darrell Lane Williams
Jie Wu

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Katherine Lynn Bradlock
Stephanie Beate Pafenberg

In Mathematics
Luigi Fontana

In Physics
Peter Paul Domitrovich, Jr.
Yong Wah Kim

In Political Science
Sadig Abdul-Hameed Malki

In Psychology
James Russell Bailey

In Social Work
Grace C Schwane Poertner

August 16, 1991

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary and Population Biology)
David Alastair Baum

In Biological Sciences (Immunology)
Sarah Kay Bronson
Kristin Ann Hogquist

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Jeffrey S Flick

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology: Genetics and Biochemistry)
Alan John Anthony Pitt

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Grace Elizabeth Gray
James Paul Ray
Jean Ellen Schroeder
Benjamin Hill White

In Business Administration
Raymond Michael Brooks
Choo-Yong Jeremy Goh
Kabir Chandra Sen
Jaeyoung Sung

In Chemistry
Mobae Afeworki
Osman Sabri Bilsel
Jui-Lin Ong
Keat-Aun See
Yun-Feng Xie

In Chinese and Comparative Literature
Weizong Huang
Tan Ye

In Comparative Literature
Ewing Sloan Humphreys

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Shelley Bougan Petrov

In Economics
Michael Joseph Athey
Richard Ervin Cook
Michael Edward Ollinger
Andrew Raoul Rutten
Lee-Rong Wang

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Gisela Norat

In Mathematics
Alberto Candel
Krzysztof Nowak
He Ouyang
Hesheng Zhao

In Philosophy
José Raimundo Maia Neto
Peter R Petermann
Markus Kurt Raab

In Physics
Hui Deng
Eun-Kee Jeong
Changsoo Park

In Political Science
Clarence Fredrick Heimann II

In Psychology
Thomas Brinton Gamble
Monica Lee Gourvitch
Andrea Lynn Jacobs
Bridgette Annette Jenkins

In Social Work
Sarah Jane Gehlert
Deborah Lynne Padgett
Audrey Mengwasser Shillington
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
CHRISTOPHER I. BYRNES, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES

May 15, 1992

Michelle Paige Carmel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Summa Cum Laude
Robert Joseph Wolf

Magna Cum Laude
*Michelle Bovier Knepper

Cum Laude
David Michael Badal

May 15, 1992

Benjamin Andrew Allan
Robert Denton Bruce, Jr.
Jay W Bynum
*Michael Cleveland
Gerard Richard Finnegan
Kelly Renee Fleming
Monica Angelis Garcia
Berhanu Asfaw Getahun
*Brenda Jean Kachilk
Alexandra Kirkland
Sherry Elizabeth Koller
André Louis LeCesne
Alexander John Lyssenko
*Christopher Paul McCann
Susan Louise Robinson
Ellen S Tao
*Megan Elizabeth Tuck

December 19, 1991

*W Wan Husin
*Christina Marie Wells

August 16, 1991

Marcia Andrea Brown
Cori Gayle Rothschild

*Indicates combined degree

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Magna Cum Laude

*Krista Mae Anders
John Chris Stefanos

Cum Laude
Dena Firebaugh

May 15, 1992

Marc Richard Bader
Steven Daniel Berecz
William Allen Bey
Siobhan Noreen Cahill
Veronica Jeanette Cherniak
*Brian Raymond Christenson
Thomas Peter Ehleret
Keith Edward Hackett
Janet Lee Hartka
Samir Bassam Kaddoura
William John Kutosky, Jr.
Martin John Linde
F Jason Martin
Edward Payson Myers
Suhita Qamarz Zaman
Samuel Dalton Shipp

December 19, 1991

Vincent K Nganga

August 16, 1991

Jamal Bassam Kaddoura

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 15, 1992

Cum Laude
Stephen John Von Worley

May 15, 1992

Rozita Abdul Samad
Jennifer Lanay Balentine
Matthew Snyder Bysacza
*Brett Darnell Crouse
Keith William Doolittle
*Brian Patrick Fin
*Andrew Vincent Gillow
Eugene Thomas Hardy
*Craig Eliot Horn
*David William Irwin
Julie Myra Kalman
Michael W Lichtenberg
*Craig Evan London
Jackson H Lynn
Jeffrey Stuart Maltz
Michael James McKenzie
David Vincent Moellenhoff
James Marshall Mumert
Philip Daniel Newman
Michael Drew North
David Portnoy
Scott Kennedy Quinby
Leslie Jarrett Russum
Stephen James Svozoda
Burak Muammer Taysi
Raymond George Weaver
Jeffrey David Wolman
David Michael Zar

December 19, 1991

Cum Laude

*Robert Scott Teichman

December 19, 1991

Michael Andrew Brown
David Christopher Burnett
Alex Elisa Chandra
Edward Lawrence Fieser
Ann Pheng Liu
Khairul Ammar Mohd. Yusof
Kyle Yukio Oshima
John W Platt

August 16, 1991

Jason G Gutenschwager
Troy Christopher Olson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Summa Cum Laude

*Charles Dale Emery

Magna Cum Laude

*Jia Grace Lu
John Robert Ross

Cum Laude

Thora Nicolette Tomkensen
Robert James Torres

May 15, 1992

Joseph Charles Achkar
Hamed M K Al-Azemi
Dagvin R M Anderson
Michael Arvo Anlik
Eric Christopher Braddock
Dale Cappel
Anuj Chandra
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 15, 1992

Magna Cum Laude
*Krista Mae Anders

Cum Laude
Nicole Lynn Feuerstein
Lori Rodenski

May 15, 1992

Lorrie Faith Ackerman
Andrea Jane Anfinson
Stephen R Bellas
Mark William Davis
Scott David Goldman
Scott Christian Muller
Huong Thuy Nguyen
Elaine Rosa Rudolph
Pamela Sunyui Tongtong

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Summa Cum Laude
Kurt Joseph Speckhals

Magna Cum Laude
*Robert Louis Behnken
Kenneth Frank Heitzmann

Cum Laude
James Stephen Kistler
William A White

May 15, 1992

Peter French Alspach
*Jed Elliot Bargen
Devon D Barnes
Michael Neil Beerman
Douglas Andrew Blake
Jon Wilson Boulanger
Chester Burr Brooke
David Willson Carpenter
Larry Koon Wai Ching III
James B Cope
Ann Leslie Corbett
Julie Ann Darnell
Peter Rex Delmenico
Timothy John Farrow
Loren Dale Foster
Craig Bradley Green
Mathew Joseph Greenston
*David Lawrence Gremmels

Robert James Harvey
Charles Richard Henderson
Anne Elizabeth Hover
Timothy William Jackson
Leif G Johnson
Mark William Johnson
David Gregory Kanter
Daniel Alan Katzenberger
Fredrich Henry Kutilek
*Bradley MacArthur Marks
Bryan Thomas Marshall
Dean Alan Martin
Eugene Gillian McKnight
Zubin S J Menachery
Randall Paul Mirabelli
Andrew Courtney Murdoch
James A O'Malley IV
Tushar Arvind Patel
Brett Eric Promisel
Michael Dimitri Pstojchevich
Antoni Font Ribas
David Burdette Riepe
John D Solodar
Daniel Sova
Van Phuuvanai Tang
Ross Cordes Tiemann
Sean Howard Turner
Gary R Warnka
Thomas Christopher Wind

December 19, 1991

Magna Cum Laude
*Halim Musa Sairi

December 19, 1991

Elizabeth A Allman
Patrick James Cassidy
Adam Raphael Frigo
Raymond W Lavallee II
Ronnie Joe Miller
Eric Michael Schneider
Scott Alan Westercamp

August 16, 1991

Scott Alan Hall

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 15, 1992

Summa Cum Laude
*Charles Dale Emery

Magna Cum Laude
*Robert Louis Behnken
*Jia Grace Lu

Cum Laude
Shannon Bradley Hill
May 15, 1992

*Keyur Desai
Christopher J Stockdale

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Magna Cum Laude
Brian Scott Poger

May 15, 1992

Brian Ira Buehling
Sophang Lim-You
*Christopher Paul McCann
Ronald Benjamin Segal
*Teresa Lynn Shubkin
Michael Tsang

December 19, 1991

Kartini Binti Mohamed
*W Wan Husin

August 16, 1991

Kink Ting Lee

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 15, 1992

Cum Laude
Rael Ari Bennett

May 15, 1992

*Andrew Vincent Gillow
Charles Herbert Hicks
Dora Lynn Hughes

*Indicates combined degree
THE
HENRY EDWIN SEVER
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
CHRISTOPHER I. BYRNE, Ph.D., Dean

December 19, 1991

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING

Abdul Rahim Abdul Hamid

May 15, 1992

Solomon Duyile Akinduro
Timothy Wing Kim Chan
Elizabeth Sue Gould
Jamal Bassam Kaddoura
Christine Marie Schmidtke

December 19, 1991

Brian Keith Drucker
*Punit Kumar Jain
Ghassan F Matar
Philip Wayne Springer
Howard Blair Steinberg
Brian Richard Ward

August 16, 1991

*Wael Anwar Ababneh
Cheng-Yu Chang
Mubarak Saleh Majed

MASTER OF STRUCTURAL
ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Dana Axel Ames
Jay Randall Schroeder

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Rodney Dale Cadanau
Mary Elizabeth Cuthill
Bruce Edward McLlroy
Stein Lee Schreiber

December 19, 1991

Laura Branit Bauer
Donna Ruth Hawk-Reinhard

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

Eric Uchida Henderson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 15, 1992

Chad Edward Bladow
Charles D Cranor
*Brett Darnell Crouse
Robert Grothe, Jr.
Nilesh Laxmichand Jain
Chung-Jen Kuo
Andrew Tobin Loth
Mark Allen McErlmeen
Charles N Mead
Susan Therese Miles
*Gregory Dean Peterson
Linda Marie Pipes
John Michael Semler
Balasubramanian Swaminathan

December 19, 1991

Kenneth G Dodds
Edward Dean Folz, Jr.
Michael Todd Gamble
Jawaid Hakim
Keith Alan Marrs

August 16, 1991

James Michael Anderson
James Anthony Danes
Lakshmana Nanjappa Kumar
Chrysanthi Preza

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992

*Chee Yang Beh
David Alan Capps
Mohamad Adib Chamas
Jeffrey Echt
Donald Joseph Essner
Heidi Elizabeth Fields
Ann Guo
Navdilish Gupta
Phillip Saunders Inslee
Yi-Cheng Liu
Steven Leroy Monson
*Athanasios Papaioanu

*Indicates combined degree

August 16, 1991

Scott Alan Andrew
William James Balloni
Philip Joseph Beck
Kok Heng Chew
Michael Allen Hope
Stephen Douglas Huffman
Sanjay Kapoor
Frederick Grant Kuhns
Timothy Xin lvian Ly
Clint Steven Miller
Curtis Lee Pike
James P Schmid
Joel Michael Wichgers
Joseph Kamal Yackzan

August 16, 1991

Daniel Watler Krueger
Seh Wah Kwa
Mark Joseph Patton
Steven Craig Reising

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ENGINEERING AND POLICY

May 15, 1992

*Frederick Richards III

December 19, 1991

Laurie Kathryn Long
Lisa Marie Schoedel
My K Ton

August 16, 1991

*Wael Anwar Ababneh
Jeffrey Remington Crooks

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

May 15, 1992

*Eugene Shell Johnson
Robert E Hendron
Kevin Michael Landmann
William Joseph Lemke
Sharon Kit Ryan
*Halim Musa Sairi
Gerald Silva
Josephine Alice Smith

August 16, 1991

Harry William Byrne
Tzu-Ching Chu
Mary Anne Layden Cirks
Michael Wayne Gorden
Joseph C McBryan
Shashi Palamand
Bret Alan Schichtel
Dequan Zou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS

May 15, 1992

Donald St. Clair Allen
Lin Pan
*Athanassios Papaioanou
Yuning Wu

December 19, 1991

Ali Abdelmajid Jhemi
Kevin Scott Ruland

August 16, 1991

Chuanfan Guo
Wei Lin
Zhenyu Yu
Jing Zhou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
TECHNOLOGY AND
HUMAN AFFAIRS

May 15, 1992

Geoffrey Charles Kinnel

December 19, 1991

You-Hyun Moon

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 15, 1992

In Chemical Engineering
Amol P Joshi
Jamin Arunkumar Mehta
Don Shyan-Shu Shieh
Lambros Skartsis
Yuan-Yuan Su
Yoshio Yamashita
Ji Zhou
Bai-Sheng Zou
Candidates Presented by
ROBERT JOHN BENSON, J.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
DATA PROCESSING

May 15, 1992
Virginia Ann Fergus

December 19, 1991
Robert Arthur Loomis
Donald Terry Matusofsky
Hull T Wu

August 16, 1991
Hing-Chong Chow
Christopher Patrick Freeman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
MANAGEMENT

May 15, 1992
Patrick John Bartin
Laura Marie Ottoline

December 19, 1991
Lawrence D Clayton
Sherry Williams Wiedner

August 16, 1991
Paul Norman Brauss
Brian Van Camp Denby

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

May 15, 1992
David Gerard Bilka
Jack Eugene McGowan, Jr.
Edward Martin Starr
John A Valleyly
Kelli Suzanne Waldo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
SYSTEMS AND DATA PROCESSING

May 15, 1992
Edwin Jerome Allen

*Indicates combined degree

Anne H Bader
Gregg Brentley Cumberledge
Michael Edward Grimmer
Roscoe B McCoy, Jr.
Michael Alan Precht
Nancy L Ramsey
William Thomas Stanfield

December 19, 1991
Donald Ansley Branson, Jr.
Aubrey R Brown
Francelle V Darris
Frederick R Hillebrandt
Linda A Howdeshell
Jerry Lee Leeper
Mary Kathleen Reddy
Judy L Rosenberger
R Raynette Sanchez
Carol A Selbert
Obbie E Thompson, Jr.
Kurt J Timmerman

August 16, 1991
Thomas Edward Cook
Janet Lynn Gatlin
Stephen John Wolken

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 15, 1992
Michael Joseph Araiza
George Schatzel Baldwin
Robyn Lynne Benecke
Paul W Chretien
Richard Robert Hackenberger
Charles E Hess
Steven Charles Moss
Patrick Joseph Mulcahy
Rynor Leigh Stratton

December 19, 1991
Martin Henry Brockmann III
James Kevin Davis
Joseph Martin Kelling
James Gordon Munman
Dennis Kenneth Nill
Dale Robert Szymanski
Damian Gerard Vitale

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 15, 1992
Vincent Martin Barone
John Eric Dunden
Richard H Gentemann
Robert Alan McFarland
Barton Jon Weihl

December 19, 1991
Kevin Michael Dewaele
John Glenn Walsh, Jr.

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY

December 19, 1991
John Lee Reed

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
TECHNICAL COMPUTING

May 15, 1992
Evelyn Joy Cole
Richard Thomas Hoppe, Jr.
Sandra Lynn Licklider
Mervyn A Pow

MASTER OF CONTROL
ENGINEERING

May 15, 1992
Lawrence Gerard O'Connell

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT

May 15, 1992
Arthur Charles Bolstad
Eric Martin Bosch
John Charles Brenner
Daniel Joseph Farrell
Mark Stanton Garner
David Glen Himrich
Jon R Jeffery
William Edward Jennings
Eugene Shell Johnson
Jeffrey D Klohr
Richard Lee Lister
Edward Joseph McAllister
William Kurt McDougal
Jeffrey Lynn McFarland
David Mark Meyer
Gregory Alan Miller
James Francis Miller
Mary Katherine Miller
Daniel Leon Sample
Bradley James Shaw
Susan Marie Stranquis
Pattie Claire Taylor-Phillips
Neil Owen Whipple

December 19, 1991
William Grant Bergman
Georges Michel Buatois
Thomas Ramón Salvador Pallmann
William Bradley Shores, Sr.
Roy Lewis Tribble, Jr.
August 16, 1991

Albert Henry Brandau
Kevin Alan King
Steven Robert Rossler

MASTER OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

May 15, 1992

Elizabeth Ann Anderson
Pamela Jo Anderson
Ralph Lewis Bradley II
Marty Wayne Clement
Susan Lynn Daniel
Guy Mark Delashaw
Charles Edward Dombek
David Wayne Edwards
Nega Gebreyesus
Paul Raymond Gerth
Christine Mary Hartman
Kenneth Eugene Ianke
Eric Lennart Kalleberg
Roland Gijsbert Koster
Kathy Denise Lee-Ivy
John Larry McGowan, Jr.
Paul Martin Paucesick
Richard Steven Phillips
Judith Ann Schaller
Reed T Shafer
John Paul Siegel
Antoinette R Slack
Katherine Margaret Smith
*Mark Louis Solomon
Steven George Westlund
*Jeffery Adam Wolf

December 19, 1991

Frederik H Band
Robert Glen Bryan
Lorenzo Antonio Curcuru
Henricus A M Dado
Edward Lane Edgerton
*Grigoris Ilias Eleftherios Grigoriadis
Charles J Haddock
Terrence Lloyd Hanger
Steven Gregory Harris
Terry Allen Helm
Jack Prowers Hudnall, Jr.
Mirjam M Huisman
Mary Ellen Hulse
Theodoros J B Jansen
Charles Edward Lardner, Jr.
Robert Joseph Merman
Carl Christopher Moman
Petrus W Mouwen
Theresa Angela Neumann
Karel Parre
Ary Polderman
Johannes C Pot
Robert Van Prattenburg
Paula Ann Ramos
Dale James Rentrop
Johannes T Schalkwyk
Patricia Ann Schmitt
James Jeffrey Seaman
Steven J Seyer
John P Steegh
Johanna M H G Stevens
Maria H P Stroucken
Maria P I ten Kroode
Antonius A B Theunis
Petrus G van Asseldonk
Saskia E G van Eeuwijk
Egidius J Vervloet
Ronald A Watkins
Gerardus L Wentink
Maria A C Wiegman
Gerardus C W Wijnen
Wilhelmina A J M Willems

August 16, 1991

David Lawrence Becker
Darlene Goodman
John Leo Hartwig
C Brent Hyde
Donald Myron Kaskowitz
Mark Adam Kinnunen
Mbuyi Michael Matibe
Perry R Mordini
Glen Arthur Salomon

MASTER OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

December 19, 1991

*Grigoris Ilias Eleftherios Grigoriadis
Paul Joseph Testa

August 16, 1991

Ohlen Michael Hunt

*Indicates combined degree
Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
ARCHITECTURE

May 15, 1992

Summa Cum Laude
Barbara Lynne Martin
David Edward Porwoll

Magna Cum Laude
Jeanette Mary Brendel
Carol Ann Duenke
Stephen Alan Ruby
Robert Mark Sanford

Cum Laude
George E Crow III

May 15, 1992

Joseph William Brinkmann
Thomas Edward Bryant, Jr.
Leslie Fran Derrick
Ralph Henry Hall
Michael Andrew Klosterman
Karen Lynn Lawson
Vicki Jean Lewis
Gregory Warren Miles

December 19, 1991

Matthew Gerard McDermott
John Valentin Russo

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

May 15, 1992

Mohd Zakhir Abdullah
Ellen Graham Anspoon
Elizabeth Ann Atkins
John Eugene Berglund
Brian John Braganza
James Joseph Burwinkel
Curtiss William Byrne
Carolyn K Green-Lippert
Elizabeth Ann Kincaid
Len-Ren Lee
Mohd Rozi Mohd Yusof
Kathleen M O'Brien
Jill Renee Owens

*Indicates combined degree

December 19, 1991

*Punit Kumar Jain
Shamsul Azman Kamaruddin
Zahanuddin Kamarudin
Mansoor Hassan Kazerouni
Chi Hung Kwan
Patrick Barton Long
Adnan Mehdi
Arthur Carl Merdinian
Louis Francis Ray III
THE JOHN M. OLIN
SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRgil, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 15, 1992

Summa Cum Laude

Kenneth C Elder, Jr.
John R Green
Kristen Elizabeth Kaiser
Darren J Kiggen
Jason C Liu
Julie Ina Shermak
Trina Rachelle Williams

Magna Cum Laude

Kim Lauren Blazer
Erica Beth Brooks
Nicholas D Bullinger
Barry Roy Goldstein
Elizabeth Hope Leaventon
Lina Lim
Julie Ane Lynch
Hal David Mintz
Bryan Eric Mittelman
Lynne Meredith Silber
Andrew Todd Solomon
Lisa Joy Unker
Amy Sue Wallace

May 15, 1992

Alan Mark Aaron
Marc David Abel
Azizah Ali
Allison Hope Ast
Martine Ginette Bance
Melinda Elaine Bante
Brian Thomas Barjenbruch
Bradley Douglas Berry
Alan Scott Binder
Michael Edward Borgna
Carrie Lynn Brown
Christopher Dean Bullinger
Craig Lawrence Cascio
Gian Franco Giuseppe Cavallini
Jason Ira Charet
Sabinha L Charles
Edgar Yung-Chong Chen
Kevin Matthew Chouanard
James Michael Clayton
James Larbey Crane

David Neil Fattel
Pamela Jean Fettig
Jordan Bradley Forman
James Anthony Fracina
Steven Friedman
Jennifer Leigh Gladstone
Christopher William Gleede
Anand Ullamra Gowda
Rebecca J Harant
Tangulla Marcamette Harrell
Jeremy Paul Hawk
Beth Tricia Hendler
Sarah Ann Hernobler
Lisa Renae Herren
Stacey L Hightower
Beth Anne Hinkhouse
Cherie Shea Hodge
Chanda Dorice Jackson
Michael James Jenkins
Bret Marshall Kanis
George Dean Karris
Kelly Rose Kasekla
Hayley Sue Kavin
Susan Lynn Kellams
Robert Theodore Kilo
William Michael Kizer, Jr.
Christopher Y S Lee

Kevin John Leff
Timothy Thomas Martin
Pamela Maree McGowen
Shannon Lee McGurkin
Kelley Ann Meier
Steven Joel Mehnick
Molly Karin Meng
Susan Beth Metzger
Debra Lynn Michelson
Frankie Beth Miller
David Jonathan Mirikitani
Adrian Lynn Moore
Christopher William Mullen
Gilbert Gathumbi Mwangi
Wendy Beth Nathan
Carl Louis Nelson
Corey Edward Netter
Luong Duy Nguyen
Andrew S Pancer
Marc Leonard Panoff
Erik S Papir
Rebecca Mercedes Parrilla
Mark B Perla
Gary Andrew Phillips
Bernard William Plassmeyer
Jayson Seth Prismand
Laura Elizabeth Regan
Deborah Louise Reich
Paul Andrew Repice
Eric Scott Riak
Alfredo Rodriguez
Asitha Ruan Sararaweera
Stacey Ann Samole
Robert Shawn Schatz
Jeffrey Alan Seiden
Marc Aihne Sherman
Ian Robert Silberman
Douglas Allen Simpson
Douglas Lawrence Sufrin
Jeffrey Navarra Tomaneng
Robin Butler Voron
Donna C Wahlig
Krenna Anne Weiss
Alex David Wildman
Richard N Wilson IV
Jonathan William Wolf
Vannesia Ting-Yin Wong
Scott Wayne Zimmerman
Risa Beth Zweig

December 19, 1991

Carla Danette Hood
Kristy Lynn Kight
Jorge Orvmanos
Stephanie Rene Sanders
Valaphorn Tukovin
Mark Lyon White
Marco Wild

August 16, 1991

Magna Cum Laude

Lori Lynn Hass

August 16, 1991

Lynette Renae Bradbury
Anne M Rauch

Kelli Jo Stage

MASTER OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 15, 1992

Beverly J Adkins
Gautam Agarwal
Charles P Allen
David Alan Anderson
Andrew James Andow
Howard R Appelman
Masato Arisawa
Mark Paul Armstrong
James Eugene Arnold
David Fuller Atkinson
Myra Kathleen Aubuchon
Timothy Lee Bailey
David Alan Baizer
Glen Alan Baker
Robert John Ball
Maria Luisa Baquero
Robert Andrew Barclay

*Deceased

*Indicates combined degree
R Wayne Blough
Amelia Jack Bond
Ben Charles Bono III
Roya A Bromell
Jeffrey G Brown
Joseph Patrick Bruning
Lloyd Edward Brunkhorst
Patrick G Bruns
Barbara Anne Bryant
Darrell Antoine Butler
MaryAnn Butorac
Jeffrey Mark Carpenter
William L Carrier
Carl M Casale
Sanjiv Singh Chhatwal
San W Cheung
Hsiao Ching Chou
*Brian Raymond Christenson
James Gregory Coates
Derek Clinton Coffie
Gregory Harlan Collins
William J Conroy
Matthew Lawrence Corwin
Sara Peterson Crews
Mark De Stefano
Thomas Edward De Witt
Lisa Anne Dieckhaus
Kevin John Dollhof
William Patrick Downey
Laurie Ann Drewes
Cynthia Susan Dreyer
James Newton Dubose
Linda Lea Dudenhoeffer
Travis Loyal Durand
Ron Eillat
J Peter Erichson
*Kenneth C Fairfax
Scott William Fancher
Mark Anthony Farmer
Teresa A Fellin
Anthony Vincent Ferguson
*John Michael Feser
Richard Joseph Fine
Richard Berry Fischer
George William Fitzwater
James W Fox
Rick Alton Franklin
David H Gaither
*Daniel Lawrence Ganse
Andrew Michael Geisse
Susan Jennifer George
Michael Joseph Gerling
Keith Edward Getter
Michael Andrew Gilliland
Oliver Joseph Glenn III
Carla Marie Goldstein
James Richardson Goodman
Edward Bennett Greenberg
*David Lawrence Gremmels
E Thomas Grosse
Jon Eric Gunderson
William Donald Haffner
Alison Lynne Hall
Chris Stephen Hall
John Andrew Hampeter, Jr.
Bonnie M Harrell
Samir Hasimbegovic
Stephen Samuel Haytin
Kristen Lane Heerema
Julianne J Heins
James Louis Helstrom
*Jeffrey A Henderson
Robert Brant Higley
Constance Orchard Hoffman
Richard Frederick Hood
Scott Alan Hoover
Robyn Kym Hopkins
John McWilliams Howell, Jr.
Edward Thomas Hughes, Jr.
Mary Kathleen Hunt
Hiren Israni
James Todd Jacob
Jeffery Loren Jacobs
Steven Jon Jaspers
Julie Ann Johnson
Keon-Woo Joo
Robert Donald Jordan
*Brenda Jean Kachlik
Kouji Kanatani
Robert Kenneth Keleher
Charles Gordon Kim
Han-Jo Kim
Jeffrey Alan Klocke
Hiroyuki Kogure
Michael Gerhardt Kraemer
Hsiao Ching Kuo
Robert Wayne Kurzu
Bobette L Kyle
John Joseph Lang
Bradley A Lee
Iris C Lee
Andrew Stephan Lenskold
Kent Gerard LeVan
Nadav J Levy
Ellen Louise Lipsitz
Beatrix Marie Loizillon
*Craig Evan London
Gregg McKinley Luceford
Kevin Frank Mabrey
Kathleen M Manganaro
*Bradley MacArthur Marks
Katherine King Martin
Michael Laverty Martin
Samuel M Mattimozzi
Rhonda Goetz Matteucci
Darci Leann McElhaney
Paul Andrew Mc Morrow
William A McNair
John Stavros Milonas
C Christopher Moman
Nader Monsour
Scott Clark Moon
Michael P Morgan
James R Neal
Frederick J Oertli
Frank Pacholec
Bharat V Pandya
Deborah Lynn Pasch
Ronna Marie Pohlman
Randall Maurice Prather
Karen Shiftan Pressel
James P Reardon III
Lesley Ellen Reid
William Trigg Render
Emily D Riley
John Roche Ring, Jr.
*Tracy Jennifer Roe
Daniel Thomas Roewe
*Leslie Jarrett Russm
Linda E Ryther
James Ronald Salley
Barbara Neil Sampley
Karen Mayer Sandstedt
Jill M Schaaf
Jeffrey Lynn Scheibe
Laura Ann Schob
Steven Alan Schubert
Stephen J Schwebd
Kevin Robert Scott
Hidehiro Seto
James Eric Shaikewitz
Dan Shamai
*Teresa L Shubkin
Michael Kelly Simon
David Russell Sizemore
David Russell Smith
Joshua Cabanne Smith
*Mark Louis Solomon
Gary L Sparks
Larry A Spickard
Eliot Scott Sprio
Yinghong Ye Sprague
Kathryn Claire Stalcup
Joan Theresa Staub
Gerald A Steiner
Lorraine Frances Stipek
James Everett Stokes
James Gregory Stokes
Steven Roy Stout
Harold Lesher Studt III
*Domigo P Such III
*Teresa Meryl Taber
Kenichi Takeba
John P Taylor
Arthur Bernard Terry
Faron G Thompson
Kenneth Allen Thouvenot
James Austin Tichenor
Robert James Tlapak
Tyler Nolan Treat
Janet Sue Trieschmann
Tadashi Tsumura
Matthew T Unig
Sandra Ann Van Trease
Douglas Michael Wagner
Hsiao-Hui Wang
Douglas V Westall
Bruce Bridges Wilson
Charles Kevin Wilson
Ivan J Winfield, Jr.
*Jeffery Adam Wolf
Elaine Kirsten Wong

*Indicates combined degree
Frederick Stephen Wood
William Wilson Woods
Hiroshi Yamamoto
Cynthia Lorraine York
Mark Andrew Young
Lori Yount
Jack Richard Zboralske

December 19, 1991

Craig Stephen Baker
Terry Alton Bell
Thomas Edwin Bennett
Keith Richard Bentlage
Paul Douglas Brooking
Ashlee Townsend Cribb
David Ray Dodillet
Michael Patrick Fogarty
Thomas Michael Friedewald
Thomas Ralph Grass
Eric Gene Hess
Carol Lynn Hudson
Sharon Anne Jackson
David Ernest Mudd
Ann Elizabeth O'Sullivan
Wade Howard Price
Olivier Roudeau
Jay Ward Schooley
Bruce Jonathan Schragin
James Jeffrey Seaman
Martin Evans Staples, Jr.
Margaret Susan Stohr
Robert L Thompson
Jeffrey David Tolke
David Charles Wisniewski

August 16, 1991

David Lee Breckenridge
Patricia M Deeds
David Gleason Hukill
John Michael Kealey
Daniel G McNicholl
Michael Leonard Naeger
Daniel Wayne Panning
Paula Ann Ramos
Donna Renea Sanger
Daniel James Schneider
Robert Paul Taylor
Coona V Vivekanand
Maria K Walsh
Rise Marie Williamson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 15, 1992

Kenneth W Chilton
Amit Eynan

*Indicates combined degree
Candidates Presented by
JOSEPH M. DEAL, M.F.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 15, 1992

Edwin Davis Akers
Wendy Dreiske Arnold
Susan D Boonstra
Lisa Renee Bragg
Amanda Fuller Carter
Robert Duncan Christie
Penelope Cathleen Chuang
Lauren Ruth Cohn
Cher Heather Columbus
José Marie Dickhoff
Christopher Kurt Foster
Katharina S Fritzsche
Angelika Luise Fuellmann
Anthony Alan Gaddis
Matthew Joseph Geiger
Alice Ann Hogan
Leslie Elizabeth Holt
Jessica Zoe Hutchins
Jennifer Michelle Jordan
Cynthia Beth Kahan
Dorothy Jean Karase
*Tanya Margot Knaunlein
Stephanie Lisa Krause
Terri Jill Libenson
Serena Ching-Lan Lin
Fred English Love
Jeremy Benjamin Marcus
Meredith Allison Marsh
Jennifer Dawn Mayer
Pamela Lynn Mayers
Sally Ann McDonough
Kyle Elizabeth McGill
Sandra Coleen Merkel
Christine Marie Miller
Henry Massy Nakamura
Terry Beth Nauheim
Melinda Joy Nelson
Charles Huntley Nelson, Jr.
Amanda Celeste Newfield
Holly Whitney Orehek
Paige R Passano
Jennifer Ellen Petzall
Meghan Arin Reek
Andrew James Richardson
Pamela Toye Richardson
Karla Cecilia Rodas
Michelle Marie Saunders
Gregory J Scheckler
Mara Catherine Scheckler
Robert Edward Schleicher, Jr.
Daniel Allen Serig
Elaine Carrol Shapiro
Brandon Troy Smith
Kerri Ann Stecher
Edward William Steinhauser
Jill Allison Sutton
Jessica Ruth Tanel
Susan Roos Voelpel
*Kathrine Marie Voshell
Alexis Jennifer Waldman
Julie Suzanne Wallace
Jennifer Lynne Weisbord
Kelly Joan Whitman
Allyson Jean Whyte
Elizabeth Marie Williams
Alexander Clifford Wills
Hye Soo Yang
Larry Michael Ziegelman

December 19, 1991

Kimberly Dawn Bracey
Lisa Marie Grezalak
David Sali Hochstalter
Owen McKenzie Mack
Susan Dana Morrison

August 16, 1991

Amy Beth Berlin
Aleta Antwanette Bryant
Katherine Janette Purdy

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 15, 1992

Jonathan Alan Evans
Jessica Jean Gondek
Lance Edward Greteman
Camilla Brent Pearce
Gregory David Phillipy
Steven Neil Piemont
Kristin Kay Schwenke
Athiri Hanna Shayota
Paula Kathleen Shryne
Maryanne Ellison Simmons
Lindsey Jeanne Tyler Stouffer
Richard Andrew Strobel
Mark Jay Sullivan
Mark D Tredin
Janice Lorraine Wakefield
Anthony Jon Walczak

December 19, 1991

Laura Anne Doll

*Indicates combined degree
THE
GEORGE WARREN
BROWN SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 15, 1992

Michele Ann Adler
Kathryn Marie Aebel
Abdullah Saad Alreshoud
Schalles Lucille Atkinson
Vicki Lyn Badgerschneider
Frandy Suzanne Barenfeld
Barbara Jane Bauer
Sarah Michel Beard
Barbara Ann Bixler
Brice Campbell Bloom-Ellis
Ann Deborah Bode
Angelina Maria Boudeyns
Emat Avni Bronstein
Benjamin Andrew Brown
Juli E Brown
Rebecca Jane Case
Wendy Susan Caspe
Po-Ling Cynthia Chan
Jeng-Min Chen
Barbara Lynn Citerman
Elizabeth Ann Clegern
Elin Louis Cogan
Jonathan David Cohen
Jane Melissa Cohn
Samuel Lodge Cuddleback
Erika Queen Dalton
Adam L Dean
JoAnn Elliott
Nancy Ann Engstrom
Julia Gayle Evans
Melford Patrick Ferguson
Pamela Sue Fitch
Amy Lynn Germek
Dale Graves Gladfelder
John E Grant, Jr.
Denise Suzette Hacker
Fae Geronimo Hernandez
Merrille Mary Hessler
Cindy L Hicks
Lisa Adele Hill
Monica Joan Houttuin
Hsin-Hsin Huang
Linda Kay Hylla
Fay Recilia James
Sharon D Johnson
Trinitia Quinette Jones
Harold Jerome Joseph, Jr.
Jan Morris Joyce

Martin Randall Katz
Rebecca Lynn Kemper
Tuan A Khuu
Thomas Jerome Krebs
Karen L Krischker
Michelle Marie LeFevre
Sin-Yung Lo
Marguerite Eastman MacArthur
Kim Anne Marley
Nancy M Martin
Jennifer Lynn McCullough
Ann Greer McSpadden
Tracey Lynn Middleton
Laura Jaime Molnoff
James Charles Morris, Jr.
Laura Marie Musso
Lawrence Michael Nickels
Kim K Norman
Jaehong Park
Anne Katherine Partch
Rachel Marie Patterson
Gail Irene Planer
Marie Lee Radloff
Lisa Andrea Rahe
Betty Lowery Ransom
Susan Dianne Reilmann
Sheri Rezak-Irons
Linda L Richardson
Alice Marie Roberts
Barbara Gail Eglin Robinson
Sharon V Rockefeller
Timothy William Roldan
Elizabeth Ann Rose
Thomas A Russo
Julie Marie Sandine
Mari Sawada
Heidi Galster Scharlat
David Mitchell Schwartz
Tricia Anne Silver
Karen Marie Stankoven
Samuel Elias Starr
Andrea Renee Suess
Timothy Dean Sullivan
Michelle Cecile Sutera
Rebecca Corinne Turay
Jennifer Susan Wadle
Deborah Ann Weis
Cynthia Cravens Wilson
Lisa M Witter
David H Yoder
Carolyn Doreen Young
Andrea Jean Zinsmeyer

Lisa Ann Knudson
Kelli Jean Konrad
LaVonne Elizabeth McClain
Kellie Ann McCray
Kristen D Miller
Laurita Mullins Miller
Jo Anne Myers
Sudhak A G Nair
Deborah Sue Pearson
Kimberly Marie Piccin
Deborah Sue Rothschild
Carmen Jauregui Siems
Michelle Yvette Smart
Rhonda Kay Tess
Linda Marie Thurston
Lisa Anne Van Dyk
Mary Whyte Wald
Kimberly Ann Wisiewski
Phani Prabha A Yerramilli
Leigh Stockwell Yocius

August 16, 1991

Atefe Aghabosseini
Humoud Fahad Alqashan
Diane Marie Ball
Sandra L Bichel
Nancy Winn Cation
Mary Joan Cowley
Bradley Jess Dunn
Mary R Dwyer
Andrea Elizabeth Falberg
Merle Ann Fox
Susan M Gueck
Elizabeth Michele Goebel
Starlett Grey
Suzanne Marie Hardesty
Barbara Juanita Harris
Jennifer Tait Hobson
Dixie Anne Hoyt
I-Chun Hsieh
Ruth A Hughes
Minako Ishii
David Lynn Kerbs
Glen Allen Kuehn
Ki-Fung Lam
Yin Fong Lam
Francine R Lester
David Reed Lysakowski
Loretta Grace O'Neill
Mary Stewart O'Callaghan
Dorsella H Reynolds
Chang-Ning Su
Chung Kwai Tam
Candidates Presented by
DORSEY D. ELLIS, JR., J.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF LAW

May 15, 1992

Donna L. Alberts
Monica Jewett Allen
Michael H. Altman
Thomas William Alvey III
Jeffrey William Anderson
Charles William Armbruster III
John Thomas Banjak
Jeffrey Stuart Bell
Daniel Micah Berger
Fernando Bermudez
Ellen Yarnell Beyers
Gurvinder Singh Bhatia
Stanford M. Bjerstrom
Marguerite Blanchard
Kimberly A. Blankenship
Stephanie Lynn Bogart
David Alan Bohley
Jon Christopher Bourne
Anne Christine Bradwell
Douglas Adam Brockman
Lisa Jane Brownman
Kevin L. Brown
Gary K. Burger, Jr.
John J. Checkett
Paul Devereux Chesterton
Okryong Chon
Alan Samuel Cohen
Bradley Stuart Cohen
Daniel Jay Cohen
Duane Allen Cooper
Kevin Howard Cooper
Eric Alton Cunningham III
Jane Randolph Stapleton Davis
Stephanie Renaye Dawkins
Terrence Joseph Dee
Kathryn Elizabeth Denner
Daniel Richard Dertke
Angela Burdeau Desloge
Elizabeth Gwynn Dobie
James Peter Domnfried
Douglas Stewart Dove
Geri Lynn Dreiling
Cynthia Ann Dryden
Charles Edward Dunlap
Frederic Bruce Eisman
Harold Alexander Ellis
Patrick Joseph Ennis
Nuviah Faghihi-Shirazi
Kenneth Michael Fagin
Lisa Ann Fahien
Spencer Edward Farris
Walker Rowland Filbert
Amy Lynn Fisher
Megan Gardner
Laura Joanne Gerdes
Michael Edward Giffar
Karyn L. Gimbel
Todd Michael Goehring
Jessica L. Goldman
Anne L. Goodwin
William John Greene
Georgette Lori Greenlee
Lyle M. Gregory
Debra Karen Haan
Patricia Ann Hageman
Andrea Michelle Harbin
Victoria J. Harris
Darren Shawn Hart
Virginia Hanses Howell
Adam Spencer Huhta
Michael Raymond Humphrey
Christopher Wayne Jacobson
Sally L. Jamerson
Lea K. H. Jap
Paul Gerard Johnson
Sarah Jane Melisande Jones
Kathleen M. Joyce
Steven Robert Kahn
Cynthia Ann Kamerer
Grant Dongin Kang
Eric David Kaplan
Brent Marshall Karren
William Matthew Katch
Gretchen Marie Kendall
Stephen Douglass Kerper
Patrick Michael Kiernan
Mark Shinzo Kittaka
Jason Charles Klein
Katherine Gardner Knapp
Elaine Marie Kohler
Laurence E. Komp
David Alex Korn
Andreas Krumpelt
Michele Therese Lacey
Lorinda Michelle Lamken
Jeffrey Mark Landes
James Victor Lankford
Kelly A. Lann
John Warren Lawrence, Jr.
Andrew James Lay
Nancy Marie Leonard
Paul Thanh Phong LeVan
Cathy Jo Lichter
Thomas Alexander Lidbury
Lisa Jennifer Lieber
Eric Jay Lindhorst
Christopher Judson Lindsey
William Joseph Lohmeier
Robert Jeffrey Long
Sandra C. Lopez
Ann Marie Lynch
Claire Bridig Lynch
John Hutchinson MacKinnon, Jr.
Kristen L. Maly
Maureen Elizabeth Martin
Suzanne Jane Massel
Susan Jean McDaniel
Amy Leezy McFarland
Rosemary Lynn Meyer
Paul Joseph Moorman
Thomas Joseph Niemann
Jeffery Scott Norman
Marianne Novak
Kathleen Charlotte O'Keefe
Matthew William Oakey
Pilar Lisa Okun
Mara C. Osman
Thomas J. Palazzolo
Kathryn Parr
William Charles Peper
Christopher Peter Perzan
Philip Matthew Pinc
Thomas Patrick Polacek
Sam Edward Poston
Larry L. Pratt
Philip Eugene Prewitt
Thomas Edward Proost
Nancy Allison Reding
Thomas Grover Reynolds IV
*Frederick Richards III
Sondra Claudette Richardson
Anthony Wayne Rick
Eric Roland Riess
Michael Francis Roche
Dana Rogers-Pim
Jonathan Mark Rolbin
Alan B. Ronson
Michael Jay Rosenblum
Steven Alan Rosenblum
Nina Lynn Ross
Stephen Edward Rothenberg
Geralyn René Ruess
Adam Jay Ruttenberg
Thomas Francis Ryan
Scott Alan Sabin
Adam Phinney Sachs
Darrin Neil Sacks
John Mitchell Saleeb
Sue Santa
Peter L. Scherr
Melinda Anne Schmidt
John Douglas Schold
Eric Michael Selig
Gail Susan Serenco
Dena Ann Shanker
Jeffrey Marc Shapiro
Ryan Scott Shaughnessy
Catherine Michele Sheafor
Jennifer Dorothy Sheehan
Yongming Shen
Thomas Haynes Shores, Jr.
Mark Alan Smith
Rachel Ann Smith
Laura Sharon Sokolik
Sally Ann Specht
Marc Daniel Specter
Robert Dean Spessert
Joseph Abraham Starr
Jeffrey Alexander Sterling
Martha Lynne Stiffman
Brian Stokes
David Patrick Ronald Symes

*Indicates combined degree
Heidi Lynn Talmage
Lauren Deuell-Wirszup Tatar
Michelle Ann Thomas
Sonya Denise Thompson
Cathy Ellen Varley
Jeffrey Edward Vinick
Craig Steven Waldington
Lawrence Alan Walke
Donald Allen Walters
Bradley A Ward
James Carlyle Warner
Jonathan Adam Wasserman
Louise Ann Watson
Jeffrey S Weiss
Thomas W Weissmuller
Geraldine Pamela Wellikson
Jennifer C Welsh
Michael Emerson Whittle
Catherine Anne Wible
Steven Jay Wiederhorn
John Miller Wilcox
Amanda Lynne Wilcoxon
Jonathan Michael Wood
Clinton Robert Wright
Renjia Yang
Bernard Paul Youso
Patricia Folks Zimand
Kenneth Lee Zirkman

December 19, 1991

Verda Lisa Foster
William Bernard Langenbacher
Xiangru Li
Patricia Wells Manion
Steven Blaine Ockerman
Henry Pack Willimon, Jr.

August 16, 1991

John Clark Becker
James Waring Gilbert
David William Keller
Thomas Richard Knecht
Laura Lee Medinas
Shannon Keith Moorer
David Joseph Salmon

MASTER OF JURIDICAL STUDIES
August 16, 1991

Mella Jacille Baxter

MASTER OF LAWS
May 15, 1992

Richard Frederick Armknecht III
Nuno Tomaz Pires Carvalho
Tod Andrew Clarno
Anne D Crane
Jane N Denes
Daniel George Jaszi
Florence Udeu Mokonchu
Mark David Sadow

Anne Travis Shapleigh
David E Strauss

December 19, 1991

Susan Geralyn Hall
Robert John Laubert
Donald R Wilson

August 16, 1991

Igal Doron
Stephen Joseph Dunn
Thomas Robert Ward
THE SCHOOL OF
DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
RICHARD J. SMITH, D.M.D., Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ORTHODONTICS

June 1, 1991

Aldo Carano
Darryl Keith Johnson
James Edward Killebrew
Robert Bruce Pickard
Jeffrey James Thompson
Toni Marie Young

Listed here are the names of those students who received degrees after May 1991 and were not listed in the 130th Commencement Program.
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
WILLIAM A. PECK, M.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 15, 1992

Magna Cum Laude

Debra Lynn Berenson

Cum Laude

Charlotte Ko Chua
Michele Lee Grossman
Pamela Yvette Lewis
Christina Elizabeth Hayes-McConnell

May 15, 1992

Michelle Renee Braun
Cynthia Ellen Hase
Kathryn Louise Schmeidler

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 15, 1992

Karen Michelle Bell
Julia A Bussum
Karen Eisenberg
Robert Allan Halendorfer
Kimberly Montique Nance
Elyse Suzanne Ungashick
Catherine Ann Voorhees

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 15, 1992

Jack Robert Hurov

December 7, 1991

Barbara Kay Akiyama
Terry Lee Aman
Lorraine Ann Anthony
Rae Marie Barker
Janet Jeanine Beard
Monica Lynn Brace
Edward Lee Brush
Jane Duer Burton
Ken Bradford Cooper
Gregory Scot Cromer
Eleni G Demas
Jill Marie Gagliardo
Susan Marie Geschwind
Joseph Graziano

*Indicates combined degree

Susan Marie Groves
Melchora L Hagy
Sheli Ann Havertape
T Renee Threlkeld Hazlewood
Gordon Milton Hyde
Steven Mark Jacobs
Gina M Kastel
Candace R Kenyon
Theresa Lynn Kerwin
Steven Lott Kirkham
John W Klawitter
Barbara Jean Klus
Julie Ann Kutlik
David Jay Maaske
Julie Elizabeth Jobe Mani
Christiania McCormack
Rita Anne Neiner
Jennifer Rebecca Nellensenn
Anne Elizabeth Parks
Diane Faustina Peeler
Andrea Petersen
Amy Marie Piper
Beth LeAnn Poppens
Rita Mary Quinn
Angela Ruth Reed
Michael Ray Salaway
Kim Marie Schouhoff
Michelle Evette Schutz
Karyn Marie Schwab
Julie Marie Senior
Rachael R Smith
Linda Mae Stauffenecker
Sean Thomas Sterle
Kimberley Anne Stier
Mary Beth Tacheny
Kelli Renae Thomas
Rachel Anne Unanue
Julie Davis Webb
Lisa Rose Wiens
Donald J Wolff
Frances Rachel Wong
Donald Erik Yakulis
Laura Leanne Young
James M Zimbelman

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 31, 1991

Susan A Benfield
Winston Oliver Bliss

May 15, 1992

Rebecca Linda Aft-Kenigsberg
Rachel Allison Altura
Andrew Gordon Antell
Carlos Gitterino Arcangeli
Leonard Benjamin Bacharier
*Keith Harold Baker
Karen Jane Baranski
*Thomas John Baranski
Brenda Charlotte Beck
Norman Edgar Bennett
Marc Jordan Bernstein
*Andrew Nathaniel Blatt
Joan Lewis Blomquist
Barton Gardner Gallagher Bradshaw
Joyce Gallagher Bradshaw
Bruce Mark Brenner
Angela Lillette Brown
Christopher Antonio Brown
David Himan Canaday
*Kenneth Michael Carnes
Jeff Thomas Chapman
Diana Marjorie Chen
Judith Eunlyung Cho
Courtney Colin Coker
Mary Elizabeth Colbert
Dawn D Cortland
Grace Violet Davis
*Sanjay Arvind Desai
John Kevin Donahue
Janice Ruth Eitel
Matthew Charles Fedor
Gregory Keith Finn
David Ryan Frank
Brian Scott Funaki
Francisco J Garcia-Ferrer
Ahmed Faraz Ghouri
Carlen Anita Gomez
Douglas Scott Gorman
Russell Hugh Griffiths
Susan J Guereman
*Brian Everest Hakala
Mary Celeste McGuire Hall
Steven Arthur Harvey
Christine Mhorgan Hay
*Stanley Leon Hazen
*Steven Gregory Heiss
*Andrew Dean Hershey
David Alfred Hillier
Grant Steven Hoekzema
Russell Lowell Holman
Neil Raymond Horning
Anne-Lise Avery Hultsch
Daniel Michael Ihnat
Stephen Clark Ingels
Dominique Jacob
Byron Wayne Johnson
Stephanie Brincker Jones
Pachavit Kasemrak
Richard Max Kaufman
*Charlotte Justine Roberts Kennedy
*Gurjit Kaur Khurana Hershey
Brian Joseph Kolar
Patrick M Kortebein
Margaret L Kunes
Julie Anne Kwa
James Zahnwar Lai
Eric David Lederman
Jon Gregory Lee
Matthew Richard Leibowitz
Mark Eric Leimbach
Photina Liakos
Jane Marie Lingelbach
Sharon Shon Jen Lum
Eric Stuart Malden
*Robert Walter Mandal
*David Patrick Martin
Paula Colette McClure
Janet Gwen McGehee
Mark Brian McHaney
Jeffrey Steven Miller
*Anne Marguerite Mooi
Jonathan Andrew Morris
Astrid Marie Newell
Louis de Jesus Novoa
*Jeffrey George Ojemann
David Keith Ornstein
Dante Allen Pappano
Lee Virgil Patterson, Jr.
Kwasi Prakah-Asante
Stephen Merril Pustilnik
Terri Behman Pustilnik
Robert Craig Quackenbush
Denise Marie Rankin
Gregory Stephen Redmond
Sanford Todd Reikes
Robert David Reinhart
Sung-Hee Rhim
David William Ritter
Mark Charles Rothman
Madison Sample, Jr.
Brett M Sasseen
Jonathan David Schwartz
Michele Denise Semin
Douglas Houston Sheafor
Robert Barnet Shibuya
John Chongwoo Shin
Brian Perry Skop
Ingrid Pfanzitel Skop
Robert Louis Soares, Jr.
James B Sola
Michelle Spector
Joseph William Spraul
Steven Joel Stein
James John Stevermer
Sam Stokes III
Valentina Stosor
Adrienne Hortense Suggs
Michael Francis Szwarc
Stephen Gregory Terrill
*Kwee Liu Lin Thio
Thomas Vadakekara Thomas, Jr.
Paul Allen Thompson
Craig Loren Treptow
Lisa Marie Vinci
Darrel Jerome Waggoner
*Mark Allan Watson
*Peter Westervelt
Annie Pek-Ngian Woon
Anthony Michael Zelazny
*Andrew Anton Zupan

*Indicates combined degree
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community.

Benjamin S Abella, Veronica Jeanette Cherniak, Lance Erin Lauderdale,
Raymond Fernanda Staples, Amy Sue Wallace, Trina Rachelle Williams

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.

Stacey L Hightower, Michele Ann Lewis, Jonathan Alfred Locker, Debra Lynn Michelson,
Mari Philipsborn, Dipak Avinash Rajhansa, Roderick Ward Shelton, Eric Glenn Trusler

A. GWENDOLYN DREW AWARD

In recognition of students with superior academic standing who have contributed positively to varsity athletics.

Carolyn Gayle Royce, Bryan Thomas Marshall

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Leota Diesel Ashton Prize in Playwriting, Nikola Tamzon Wilensky
David Bronsen Prize, Sonya Lynn Cordes, Teresa Marie Johnson
Antoinette Frances Dames Award, Russell D Greiff, Erica L Knese, James F Spriggs II, Joshua Michael Rosenow,
Lisa R VandenHeuvel
Margaret Ewing Prize for Acting, Shannon Elizabeth Warrick
Todd Lewis Friedman Prize in Political Science, Lisa Ann Cohen
Carrie S. Galt Award in Fiction, Damien John Wilkins
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Rachel Marie Teagle
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence, James Russell Bailey, Stephanie Beate Pafenberg
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize in Performing Arts, Maya Ann Geyer
Arnold J. Lein Prize in Political Science, Kyle Charles Barry
Nishi Luthra Prize in Philosophy, George C Wu
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Autumn Yvonne Roper
John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Alisa Lynn Gaunder, Teresa Marie Johnson
Senior Physics Prize for Outstanding Performance, William Chen
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemass Prize in Mathematics, Michael E Eisenberg
Putnam Examination Prize in Mathematics, William Chen
Prize for Excellence in Russian, Nicole Renee Klungle
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Wen-Hung Wang
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, John Mathias Castelloe
Harrison Dailey Staller Prize in Biology, David Michael Serlin
Tavenner Prize in Classics, Brian James Whiteley
Percy Tucker Fellows, Kevin Scott Lapidus, Todd Cornelius Zubler, Scott Jonathan Wallsten
Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences, Heidi Anne Betz

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Dean’s Award for Academic Excellence, David Wayne Braswell, Elizabeth Lynne Johnson
Dean’s Award for University Service, Debra Harris Carmichael

Final Honors:

Donald William Anson, David Wayne Braswell, Barbara J Breeden, Debra Harris Carmichael, Charlotte Knox Castillo,
Rosemary Garagnani, Julie Nolan Hauser, Elizabeth Lynne Johnson, Theresa G Settle, Jill Carrie Simons,
W Michael Sinclair, Leory C Stephens

43
Lorrie Faith Ackerman
  The Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Service to the Department of Engineering and Policy and Professional Excellence
  The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Benjamin Andrew Allen
  The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Andrea Jane Anfinson
  The Herman P. Spehrer Memorial Scholarship
  The Dean's Honorary Scholarship

Michael Arvo Aulik
  The K-S-H Scholarship

David Michael Bada
  The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
  The Dow Chemical Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Student

Marc Richard Bader
  The Fred Weber Sr. Memorial Scholarship

Jennifer Lanay Balyantime
  The Computer Science Departmental AT&T Bell Laboratories Achievement Award
  The Elvera Stuckenbarger Scholarship

Jed Elliot Barger
  The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Gustav K. Mesmer Memorial Scholarship
  The William K. Y. Tao Scholarship

Devon D Barnes
  The Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship

Robert Louis Behnken
  The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Erwin C. Hoelscher Memorial/ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers) Outstanding Senior Award
  The Joseph Rasek Prize

Steven Daniel Berecz
  The Alphonse A. Brielmater Memorial Scholarship

Douglas Andrew Blake
  The Herman T. and Phenie R. Pott Foundation Scholarship

Jon Wilson Boulanger
  The Robert D. McClure Scholarship

Eric Christopher Braddock
  The Harold P. Brown Fellowship

Matthew Snyder Brysacz
  The Alexander S. Langsdorf Fellowship

Brian Ira Bueling
  The Howard W. Meyer Memorial Scholarship
  The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship

David Christopher Burnett
  The Lewis T. Hardy Scholarship

Jay W Byun
  The Calvin and Rubin Feldman Scholarship

Siobhan Noreen Cahill
  The Saint Louis Section, ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) Outstanding Student Award

Dale Cappel
  The Hermann F. Spehrer Memorial Scholarship

Patrick James Cassidy
  The Robert D. McClure Scholarship

Veronica Jeanette Cermak
  The Ethan A. H. Shepley Award in recognition of leadership, scholarship and services to the campus community
  The Civil Engineering Departmental Sophomore Award for Scholarship and Service
  MORTAR BOARD—The National Honorary for Seniors
  The Alexander S. Langsdorf Fellowship
Larry Koon Wai Ching III
   The I. E. and Goldie G. Millstone Scholarship

Brian Raymond Christenson
   The Arthur R. Elspeman Scholarship
   The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship

Michael Cleveland
   The Chemical Engineering Departmental Award for Service to the Department
   The Chemical Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence

James B Cope
   The John and Katie M. Bruner Memorial Scholarship

Ann Leslie Corbett
   The Pauline Fitzman Eades Scholarship

Joel C Crabb
   The Anne Tao Scholarship

Brett Darnell Crouse
   The Earl and Doris Bumiller Charitable Trust Scholarship

Julie Ann Darnell
   The Harold P. Brown Fellowship

Charles Dale Emery
   The Electrical Engineering Departmental David Levy Outstanding Senior Award
   The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship

Edward Lawrence Fieser
   The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship

Gerard Richard Finnegan
   The William E. Jr. and Frances A. Ault Scholarship

Dena Firebaugh
   The Dual Degree Outstanding Senior Engineering Award
   The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
   The Dean's Honorary Scholarship

Kelly Renee Fleming
   The Dean's Honorary Scholarship

Daniel Lawrence Ganse
   The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship

Andrew Vincent Gillow
   The William Henry Abbott Memorial Scholarship

Craig Bradley Green
   The International Gas Turbine Institute Scholarship
   The Daniel Broida Memorial Scholarship
   The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship

Matthew Joseph Greenston
   The Mrs. Carl H. Neiman Scholarship

David Lawrence Gremmels
   The Dean's Honorary Scholarship

Keith Edward Hackett
   The Edith McKelvey/Lenz Engineering Scholarship

Scott Alan Hall
   The Herbert H. Howell Memorial Scholarship

Eugene Thomas Hardy
   The Mary Lou & Fred W. Drosten Scholarship

Janet Lee Hartka
   The Albert Newton Bohrer Memorial Scholarship
   The Frank E. Dolson Memorial Fund Scholarship

Thomas W Hastings
   The Herman F. Spohrer Memorial Scholarship

Kenneth Frank Heitzmann
   DELTA PHI ALPHEA—National Honor Society for German
   The Clifford W. and Armarie B. Murphy Scholarship

Jeffrey Alan Henderson
   The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railway Scholarship

Shannon Bradley Hill
   The Senior Physics Prize for Outstanding Performance
   The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railway Scholarship
Craig Eliot Horn
The Karl F. Steinhauer Scholarship

Anne Elizabeth Hover
The Harold P. Brown Fellowship

Khandra Diane Howard
The Class of 1980 Scholarship

Dora Lynn Hughes
The Frank Dziama Memorial Scholarship
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievement
MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Seniors

Gary DeWayne Johnson
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievement

Leif G Johnson
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Mark William Johnson
The Ralph L. Cook Scholarship

Brenda Jean Kachlik
The Gloria and Rubin Feldman Scholarship
The Lewis T. Hardy Scholarship

David Gregory Kanter
THURTENE—Leadership Honorary for Juniors

William Joseph Kinney, Jr.
The Don A. Fisher Memorial Scholarship
The Conway B. Briscoe, Sr. Scholarship

James Stephen Kistler
The Wayman William Memorial Scholarship

Michelle Bovier Knapper
The American Institute of Chemists Foundation Award
The Saint Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Annual Award for Academic Excellence
The Dow Chemical Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Student
PI MU EPSILON—Honor Society for Mathematics

Sherry Elizabeth Koller
The Francis F. Ahlmann Scholarship

David Anthony Kuefner
The Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Electrical Engineering Departmental David Levy Outstanding Senior Award
The Richard E. Young Memorial Scholarship

Raymond W Lavallée II
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

André Louis LeCesne
The Norbert Rillieux Prize in Chemical Engineering
The Dow Chemical Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Student
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievement
The Shell Oil Incentive Scholarship
The John B. Ervin Scholarship

Michael W Lichtenberg
The William C. E. Becker Memorial Scholarship

Martin John Linde
The William N. Brown Scholarship
The Bertram N. Risch Scholarship
The J. David and Audrey B. Lytle Scholarship

Jonathan Alfred Locker
The W. Alfred Hayes Award—in recognition of student athletes who, by personal example, have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievement
The John B. Ervin Scholarship

Craig Evan London
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Jia Grace Lu
The Senior Physics Prize for Outstanding Performance
The Russell R. Pfeiffer Outstanding Junior Award

Jeffrey Stuart Maltz
THURTENE—Leadership Honorary for Juniors
Joseph G Marcinkiewicz  
The Norvell C. Brasch Memorial Scholarship

Bradley MacArthur Marks  
The Mechanical Engineering Joseph Razek Prize  
The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship

Bryan Thomas Marshall  
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Dean Alan Martin  
The ASHRAE (American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers) Scholarship  
The Hermann F. Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship

F Jason Martin  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence  
The Hermann F. Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship

Christopher Paul McCann  
The Rose and Joseph Foster Scholarship

Eugene Gillian McKnight  
The Eugene E. Wallace Scholarship

Ronnie Joe Miller  
The Herman T. and Phenie R. Pott Foundation Scholarship

Randall Paul Mirabelli  
The Leon and Elizabeth Matthey and Troy and Harriet Tankersley Scholarship

Manuel Alberto Montoto  
The Stanley F. Jackes Endowed Scholarship

James Marshall Mummert  
The William C. Bernard Memorial Scholarship

Vincent K Nganga  
The Mickleton Scholarship

Kevin Todd Noblet  
The Hermann F. Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship

Michael Drew North  
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Brian Scott Poger  
The James E. Allison Economics Prize  
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior  
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior

David Portnoy  
The August and Ruth Homeyer Scholarship

Michael Dimitri Prstojevich  
The Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship

Scott Kennedy Quinby  
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Susan Louise Robinson  
The Chemical Engineering Departmental Award for Service to the Department  
The William M. Frech Scholarship

Lori Rodenski  
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement  
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Junior Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement  
The Hermann F. Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship  
The Dual Degree Women’s Scholarship

Rens Ross  
The Erwin E. and Lorraine B. Bloss Memorial Scholarship  
The Allen Barco Memorial Scholarship

Daniel Sовор  
The Robert Morris Scholarship  
The Dual Degree Honorary Scholarship

Kurt Joseph Speckhals  
The James E. Allison Economics Prize  
The Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement  
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship  
The Lucile N. Bodine Memorial Scholarship
John Chris Stefanos
The GTE Academic All-American Team
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
The Consulting Engineers Council of Missouri Scholarship Award
The Civil Engineering Departmental Junior Class Award for Academic Excellence
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence

Christopher J Stockdale
The James E. Whitney Scholarship

John Adam Szofran
The Fisher Controls Edmond S. Bauer Memorial Scholarship

Ellen Sue Tao
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Burak Muammer Taysi
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Contributions to the Student Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery

Thora Nicolette Thomsen
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship

Pamela Sunyui Tonglao
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Megan Elizabeth Tuck
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship
The DELTA PHI ALPHA—National Honor Society for German

Sean Howard Turner
The Wayman Williams Memorial Scholarship

Stephen John Von Worley
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence

Gary R Warmka
The Hermann F. Spohrer Memorial Scholarship
The Dual Degree Honorary Scholarship

Raymond George Weaver
The Electrical Engineering Departmental Distinguished Service Award
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship

Christina Marie Wells
The Joseph Puleo Memorial Scholarship

Scott Alan Westercamp
The Standard Machine and Manufacturing Company Scholarship

William A White
The Dual Degree Engineering Award for Outstanding Senior
The Harold F. Brown Fellowship

Thomas Christopher Wind
The Class of 1989 Scholarship
The Class of 1976 Scholarship

Robert Joseph Wolf
The Saint Louis Section, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual Award for Academic Excellence
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
The Dow Chemical Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Student
The American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual Student Chapter Award for Scholastic Achievement in 1990
The Francis F. Altmann Scholarship

Stephen Soohyun Yoon
The Daniel Broida Memorial Scholarship

Alan Michael Zulanas
The Bussman Division-Cooper Industries Scholarship
THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Final Honors
Anne H Bader, Patrick John Bartin, Donald Ansley Branson, Jr., Martin Henry Brockmann III, Christopher Patrick Freeman, Virginia Ann Fergus, Richard Thomas Hoppe, Jr., Sandra Lynn Licklider, Robert Arthur Loomis, Donald Terry Matusofsky, Patrick Joseph Mulcahy, James Gordon Murman, Kelli Suzanne Waldo

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Alpha Rho Chi Award, Elizabeth Ann Kincaid
American Institute of Architects Medal, James Joseph Burwinkel
Certificate of Merit, Peter S Spellman
School of Architecture Faculty Award to Outstanding Undergraduate, Dale Edward Riedl
Certificate of Merit, Terry Binnion Fuqua
Betty Lou Center Award, Stephanie Lynn McDaniel
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, Daniel James Simoneit
Master of Architecture with Honor, James Joseph Burwinkel, Mohd Rozi Mohd Yusof, Harry Carl Soenksen III, Brigitte Reich Williams

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Alpha Mu Alpha National Marketing Honorary:
Undergraduates: Erica Beth Brooks, Nicholas D Bullinger, Lisa Joy Unker
MBA’s: Barbara Anne Bryant, Ashlee Townsend Cribb, Lisa Anne Dieckhaus, Linda Lea Dudenhoefner, Ron Eilat, Mark Anthony Farmer, Richard Berry Fischer, Eric Gene Hess, Robert Brant Higley, Constance Orchard Hoffman, Dan Shamai, Maria Kathleen Walsh, Hiroshi Yamamoto

Beta Gamma Sigma Sigma initiates:
MBA’s: Craig Stephen Baker, Paul Douglas Brooking, *Barbara Anne Bryant, Jeffrey Mark Carpenter, Ashlee Townsend Cribb, Thomas Edward De Witt, Lisa Anne Dieckhaus, Kevin John Dollhoff,
Executive MBA’s: Beverly J Adkins, Howard R Appelman, Ben Charles Bono III, Sara Peterson Crews, Scott William Fancher, Richard Frederick Hood, Edward Thomas Hughes, Jr., Charles Gordon Kim, James R Neal, William Trigg Render, Kathryn Claire Stallcup, Gerald A Steiner
PhD’s: Raymond M Brooks, Choo-Yong Jeremy Goh, SooYoung Kwon, Kabir Chandra Sen, Jaeyoung Sung

*initiated previously
Milford Bohm Prize in Marketing, Lisa Anne Dieckhaus
Dean’s Special Service Award, William Donald Haffner, Jill Carole Koplar
Financial Executives Institute Award, Darren J Kysgen

Financial Management Association,
Undergraduates: Kenneth C Elder, Jr., John R Green, Darren J Kysgen, Jason C Liu, Hal David Mintz, Andrew Todd Solomon
MBA’s: David Fuller Atkinson, Craig Stephen Baker, Kevin John Dollhoff, Ron Eilat, William Donald Haffner, Eric Gene Hess, Scott Alan Hoover, Sharon Anne Jackson, Nadav J Levy, Nader Monsour, Mehmet Ozcanoglu, Oliver Rondeau, Jeffrey Lynn Scheibe, Dan Shamai, Michael Kelly Simon, Joan Theresa Staub, Lorraine Frances Stipek, Margaret Susan Stohl, James Austin Tichenor, Bruce Bridges Wilson, Charles Kevin Wilson, The Max Hayutin Award, Chris Stephen Hall
Honors in Management: Kim Lauren Blazer, Erica Beth Brooks, Christopher Dean Bullinger, Nicholas D Bullinger, Kenneth C Elder, Jr., Julie Ane Lynch, Hal David Mintz, Lynne Meredith Silber, Amy Sue Wallace, Trina Rachelle Williams
International Business Student Award, Luong Duy Nguyen, Hiroshi Yamamoto
Loeb Prize in Leadership, Amy Sue Wallace
MBA Scholar Award, Lisa Anne Dieckhaus, Thomas Edward De Witt
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, Bryan Eric Mittelman
Hubert C. "Hub" Moog Prize, Barbara Anne Bryant
Hiram and Mary Neuvohner Prize, Ashlee Townsend Cribb, Charles Kevin Wilson
The Powell Niland Prize in Operations and Manufacturing Management, John Rouche Ring, Jr.
The Joseph W. Towle Prize in Human Resources Management and Organizational Behavior, George Dean Karris, Lynne Meredith Silber
Outstanding Student Athlete Award, Chanda Dorice Jackson, Kelley Ann Meier, Debra Lynn Michelson, Erik Glenn Trusler
Kay Roh Memorial Award, Trina Rachelle Williams
Student Achievement Award, Jeremy Paul Hawk
Wall Street Journal Award, Hal David Mintz, Douglas Michael Wagner
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, John Roche Ring, Jr.
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Award in Printmaking, Edward William Steinhauser
Richard Brunnel Scholarship, Cher Heather Columbus
Helen Faibish Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture, Jessica Zoe Hutchins
William Fett Drawing Award, Anthony Alan Caddis, Terry Beth Nauheim
Mary Cowan Harford Award in Watercolor, Robert Duncan Christie
Morris M. Horwitz Photography Prize, Paige R Passano
Caroline Risque Janis Prize in Sculpture, Katharina S Fritzsche
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship in Fashion Design, Meghan Arie Reek, Brandon Troy Smith
Tanasko Milovich Award in Painting, Leslie E Holt
National Association of Menswear Buyers Award, Tanya Margot Knannlein, Kerri Ann Stecher
Julia Mary and Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Award, Wendy Dreiske Arnold, Lisa Renee Bragg, Robert Duncan Christie,
Penelope Cathleen Chuang, Matthew Joseph Geiger, Joseph Scott Herrig, Pamela Lynn Mayers
The Southern Prize, Stephanie Lisa Krause, Serena Ching-Lan Lin

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Jane Addams Fellowship, Anne Katherine Partch
Alumni Scholarship, Merrille Mary Hessler
American Indian Scholarship, Ann Greer McSpadden, Betty Lowery Ransom
Roger Baldwin Fellowship, Thomas A Russo, Mary Whyte Wald
Mary McLeod Bethune Fellowship, Kellie Ann McCray
Viola Ostriin Bisno Scholarship, Dale Graves Gladfelder
Frank Bruno Fellowship, Karen Marie Stankoven
William Burke Scholarship, Linda Kay Hylla, Laurita Mullins Miller
George and Caroline Carpenter Scholarship, Mona K Furst, David Lynn Kerbs, Carmen Jauregui Siems
Citizens’ Advisory Committee Scholarship, Rachel Marie Patterson
Dean’s Fellowship, Diana Dell Glenn, Jennifer Susan Waddle
Dorothy Day Fellowship, Pamela Sue Fitch
Dorothea Dix Fellowship, Elizabeth Ann Clegern
E. Franklin Frazier Fellowship, Fay Recilla James
Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship, Ki-Fung Lam, Chang-Ning Su, Phani Prabha A Yerramilli
Helen Hayden Scholarship, Michelle Marie LeFevre
Harry Hopkins Fellowship, Erika Queen Dalton
Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship, Kim Anne Marley
International Peace Fellowship, Lisa Ann Van Dyk
J.C.C.A. Trustees Scholarship, Elizabeth Ann Rose
Bettie Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management, Marcelyn Ann Eliason, Michele F Haynie,
Ruth A Hughes, Nancy M Martin, Lisa Andrea Reabe, Dorsella II Reynolds
Florence Kelley Fellowship, Ann Deborah Bode, Elnat Avni Bronstein
Martin Luther King, Jr. Fellowship, Melford Patrick Ferguson
Myrtle Blanck Larson Memorial Scholarship, Mary Loretta Gutzwiller, Karen L Krischer,
Deborah Sue Pearson, Gail Irene Planer
Julia Lathrop Fellowship, Kathryn Marie Aebel
M.O.R.E. Scholarship, Marilyn A Burke
Dorrisce Pirtle Scholarship, Heidi Galster Scharlat
David Rabinovitz Scholarship, Sheri Rezak-Irons
Mary Richmond Fellowship, Kristen D Miller, Samuel Elias Starr
Eleanor Roosevelt Fellowship, Sandra L Bichel, Lisa Adele Hill
Albert Schweitzer Fellowship, C-Chun Hsieh
Araminta L. Smith Memorial Scholarship, Tuan A Khuu
Delmar & Helen Templeton Scholarship, LaVonne Elizabeth McClain
Richard Titmus Fellowship, Hsin-Hsin Huang
Lillian Wald Fellowship, Jane Melissa Cohn, Tracey Lynn Middleton
Marion W. Weir Scholarship, Po-Ling Cynthia Chan
Roy Wilkins Fellowship, Tritobia Quinette Jones
Elizabeth R. Williamson Scholarship, JoAnn Elliott
Eileen Youngusband Fellowship, Minako Ishii
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, Thomas J Palazzolo
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize
Land Use Law: Harold Alexander Ellis
State and Local Government: David Patrick Ronald Symes
The Gary I. Boran Memorial Prize, Anne Travis Shapleigh
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Catherine Michele Sheafor, Jeffrey Alexander Sterling
Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Prize:
First Prize: Michael Francis Roche
Second Prize: Patricia Folks Zimand
The Breckenridge Scholarship Prize:
First Prize: Monica Jewett Allen, Thomas J Palazzolo
Second Prize: John Warren Lawrence, Jr.
John W. Calhoun Prize, William Bernard Langenbacher
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Thomas J Palazzolo
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Jonathan Mark Rolbin
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Jessica L Goldman
The Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Kimberly A Blankenship
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Spencer Edward Farris, Walker Rowland Filbert
Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award, Patricia Ann Hageman
The Christophine G. Mutharika International Law Prize, Jeffrey Stuart Bell, Jennifer C Welsh
National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Graduate Award, Stephanie Renaye Dawkins
Milton F. Napier Trial Award, Lyle M Gregory
William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize, Michael Edward Gilfurb, Lyle M Gregory, William Bernard Langenbacher
Scribes: Frederick Bruce Eisman
The Order of the Barristers: Terrence Joseph Dee, Gretchen Marie Kendall, Kelly A Lann, Robert Jeffrey Long,
Sandra C Lopez, Ann Marie Lynch, Philip Eugene Prewitt, Nina Lynn Ross, Jennifer C Welsh, Amanda Lynne Wilcoxen
The Order of the Coif: Monica Jewett Allen, Michael H Altman, Jeffrey Stuart Bell, David Alan Bohley,
Lisa Jane Browman, Terrence Joseph Dee, Kathryn Elizabeth Denner, Daniel Richard Dertke, Jessica L Goldman,
Virginia Hanses Howell, Jason Charles Klein, Katherine Gardner Knapp, John Warren Lawrence, Jr.,
Andrew James Lay, Thomas Alexander Lidbury, Maureen Elizabeth Martin, Jeffery Scott Norman,
Thomas J Palazzolo, Philip Matthew Pine, Adam Jay Ruttenberg, Dena Ann Shanker, Catherine Michele Sheafor

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PROGRAM

Winnifred Kahmann Scholarship, Christina Elizabeth Hayes-McConnell, Pamela Yvette Lewis
Pi Theta Epsilon honor society members: Karen Michelle Bell, Debra Lynn Berenson, Charlotte Ko Chua,
Karen Eisenberg, Pamela Yvette Lewis, Christina Elizabeth Hayes-McConnell, Catherine Ann Voorhees

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

High Honors
Mary Z Whitfield
Deborah Marie Cygan

Final Honors
Duane Paul Murray
Elizabeth Ann Kelly
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, James John Stevermer
American Medical Women's Association, Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Achievement Citations, Janice Ruth Eitel,
Mary Celeste McGuire Hall, Christine Mhorag Hay, Julie Anne Kwa, Anne Marguerite Moon, Astrid Marie Newell,
Denise Marie Rankin, Michele Denise Semin
American College of Physicians Michael M. Karl Book Award, Jeff Thomas Chapman
Alexander Berg Prize in Molecular Microbiology, Sanjay Arvind Desai
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, Andrew Nathaniel Blatt, James John Stevermer
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Steven Gregory Heiss
Robert Carter Medical School Award, Francisco J Garcia-Ferrer
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Gregory Keith Finn
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Robert Craig Quackenbush
R.R. Hannis Emergency Medicine Award, Janice Ruth Eitel
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Christine Mhorag Hay
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Brian Scott Funaki
Lange Medical Publication Award, Jane Marie Lingelbach
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurosurgical Surgery, Kenneth Michael Carnes
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Sanford Todd Reikes
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Julie Anne Kwa
Merck Manual Award, Joan Lewis Blomquist, Michele Denise Semin, Joseph William Spraul
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Karen Jane Baranski, Judith Eun Kyung Cho, Jane Marie Lingelbach
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Joyce Gallagher Bradshaw
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Steven Arthur Harvey
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award, Robert Walter Mandle
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Joan Lewis Blomquist
Upjohn Achievement Award, Mark Eric Leimbach
Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery, Jonathan Andrew Morris
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Eric Stuart Malden
Elizabeth L. Demonchaux Prize in Pediatrics, Denise Marie Rankin
Max and Evelyn Grand Prize, Joseph William Spraul
Ishiyaku EuroAmerica, Inc., Book Prize, Denise Marie Rankin
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Mark Eric Leimbach
Dr. Harvey Butcher Prize in Surgery, Sharon Shou Jen Lum
Washington University American Heart Association Medical Student Research Fellowship Prize, Steven Gregory Heiss
Washington University Internal Medicine Club Book Award, Charlotte Justine Roberts Kennedy
I. Wallace Leibner Award, Christine Mhorag Hay
The Needelman Award, David Patrick Martin
Dr. William Ellis Award, Andrew Nathaniel Blatt
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiates: Rebecca Linda Aft-Kenigsberg, Karen Jane Baranski, Thomas John Baranski,
Joan Lewis Blomquist, Kenneth Michael Carnes, Jeff Thomas Chapman, Sanjay Arvind Desai, Janice Ruth Eitel,
Brian Scott Funaki, Mary Celeste McGuire Hall, Christine Mhorag Hay, Grant Steven Hoekzema, Julie Anne Kwa,
James Zanwuar Lai, Eric Stuart Malden, Anne Marguerite Moon, Astrid Marie Newell, Denise Marie Rankin,
Sanford Todd Reikes, Michele Denise Semin, Douglas Houston Sheafor, James B Sola, Joseph William Spraul,
James John Stevermer, Stephen Gregory Terrill, Peter Westervelt

COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by
Lieutenant Colonel Patrick McMillan, United States Army
Professor of Military Science/Battalion Commander

Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY

Padraig Aloysius Boyle, David Willson Carpenter, Clayton David Cromwell, Thomas Cyrus Hawn,
Timothy William Jackson, Jeffrey Avers Jeddeloh, James A O'Malley IV, Elaine Rosa Rudolph,
Eric Allen Shry, Ross Corder Tiemann, Christine H Wells

The following candidates will be commission by Lieutenant Colonel James R Hobbs,
United States Air Force, AFROTC Detachment 207 Commander.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

Dagvin R M Anderson, Robert Louis Behnken, David Lawrence Gremmel, Charles Herbert Hicks,
Brian David Oehrlich, Stephen Soohyun Yoon
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Presentation Receptions

Following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions where diplomas will be individually distributed. Refreshments will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

**The College of Arts and Sciences**
North Side of Graham Chapel
Rain location—West side of Olin Library

**The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences**
Hooding and Recognition ceremony—Edison Theatre
Reception—Gallery and Gargoyle in Mallinckrodt, Lower Level

**University College**
Olin Women’s Building Lounge

**The School of Engineering and Applied Science**
Lopata Gallery and Lopata Plaza
between Jolley Hall and Cupples II

**The School of Technology and Information Management**
North Lawn of Prince Hall
Rain location—Urnath Lounge

**The School of Architecture**
Diploma ceremony—Brookings Approach, North of Givens Hall 4:00 p.m.
Reception—Givens Hall

**The John M. Olin School of Business**
Diploma ceremony—Field House, Athletic Complex
Reception—John E. Simon Hall

**The School of Fine Arts**
Diploma Ceremony—Brown Hall Auditorium
Reception—Steinberg Terrace

**The George Warren Brown School of Social Work**
Diploma ceremony—Graham Chapel
Reception—East lawn of Brown Hall
Rain location—Brown Lounge

**The School of Law**
Diploma ceremony—Brookings Quadrangle
Reception—Seeley G. Mudd Law Building

**The Program in Occupational Therapy**
Sheldon Concert Hall

**The Health Administration Program**
Diploma Ceremony—Moore Auditorium
Reception—King Faculty Center in the Medical School Library

**The School of Medicine**
St. Louis Marriott Pavilion
Class motto:—“It’s time for a new generation of leadership . . . For there is a new world to be won.”
—John Fitzgerald Kennedy

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Raymond Fernanda Staples—President
Amy Sue Wallace—Vice President
Annamarie Meagher—Secretary
Anand Ulambra Gowda—Treasurer
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original "Academic Gothic" architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

The Alma Mater

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me
Our hearts are all for thee
Fair Washington
Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country
For all eternity, Our Washington.

Those days of youth which All of us spent with the
Form a dear history, Fair Washington
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee
For all eternity, Our Washington.